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The new drive technology Bus Terminals integrate a compact motion control solution for small stepper
motors up to 200 W. The KL2531 and KL2541 stepper motor terminals are a cost-effective alternative to
traditional drives.

The specialist machine company Rohwedder AG was commissioned by ANF to build a welding plant for
steel grids. The requirements for the plant were high precision and accuracy, coupled with high speed. The
high-precision welding process requires sophisticated control technology. Rohwedder chose the PC-based
PLC and Motion Control solution from Beckhoff for handling this complex process.

The option of being able to use EtherCAT both for drive applications and for fast I/O signals was one of its
main development aims right from the start. EtherCAT meets the demanding drive technology require-
ments at least one order of magnitude better than familiar, specialized systems. Because proven commu-
nication profiles are used, migration of existing devices and applications can easily be accomplished.
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Using its own approach, Beckhoff has been pursuing automation technology for

almost a quarter of a century with continuously growing success. PC-based con-

trol technology, which was initially regarded as a niche product, continues to

spread within the field of automation technology. I believe the reasons for this 

development go beyond Beckhoff and can be seen in a wider context.

The success of the technology is based on a number of factors: The application of

open mainstream computer technology enables countless existing solutions to be

used and customer- or application-specific automation solutions to be imple-

mented relatively easily. The use of an industrial standard, which by now should

really be regarded as part of the world cultural heritage, ensures worldwide 

acceptance. The option of utilizing continuously increasing computing capacity 

for mastering more and more demanding tasks enables even the most complex

tasks to be handled. Beckhoff links these factors with a business model based 

on state-of-the-art technology, continuity in entrepreneurial actions, and down-

to-earth system responsibility. Beckhoff also combines decades of experience in

the application of PC-based automation systems with continuous expansion of

our global presence.

Furthermore, this former niche approach not only has the potential of continu-

ously developing into mainstream technology, but it can also significantly widen

the limits of automation applications and offer companies and individuals inter-

esting new growth prospects.

The very high processor power that is now available enables the extension of con-

trol applications into areas with 100 µs task times and similar response times –

this alone offers rather exciting options. In general, the kind of computing 

capacity available today enables automation functionalities to be implemented

purely in software. With appropriate structuring, this approach enables abstrac-

tion of the functionality from the underlying hardware and minimization of the

dependencies on special hardware, which can be reduced to generic elements

(e.g. IPC, I/O and drives). With the correct application of Ethernet technologies for

I/O tasks, communication times and associated jitter can largely be eliminated, so

2 editorial

Expanding the 
automation horizon 
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that the boundaries between distributed I/O and fast “board level I/O” start to

disappear. This enables automation technology to expand into regions which pre-

viously had to be laboriously built around automation, e.g. measurement tech-

nology. The application itself can now go beyond sequence and motion: Familiar

tools are available to system integrators in a variety of engineering systems,

which now all feature a PC-compatible variant: In practice, there are hardly any

sensors or measuring techniques for physical parameters or software packages

that cannot be used via PC. Open PC technology is therefore fundamentally a

platform for integrating the know-how of both machine manufacturers (OEMs)

and end users in a free software form without having to disclose this know-how

to third parties. The automation process can be regarded as a sequential logical

process up to even a mathematical model. It can be expanded with measuring

and maintenance technology and can be built using a variety of tools.

This characteristic of the open “New Automation Technology” enables automa-

tion to be linked with adjacent disciplines and opens up new areas of application

3 editorial

for automation companies. Users will gladly support this development of “merg-

ing technologies”, as a result of which they will be able to master their process-

es fully and more comprehensively than ever before through a suitable software

system, without being too dependent on hardware. These systems with closer

links and shorter cycle times will lead to significant further increases in “quality”

and performance of automation.

This immanent ability to be able to penetrate, in principle, any technological area

worldwide with an accepted hardware and software platform and to offer users

the opportunity to concentrate on implementing their process know-how makes

new automation technology more exciting than ever.

Gerd Hoppe

Corporate Management
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Due to the high processor power avail-

able, PC-based control technology is ide-

ally suited for measurement technology.

The „standard“ components from the

Beckhoff automation kit can be used to

deal with a wide range of measurement

and control tasks. The new analog input

terminals for high-precision control

processes were specially developed for

measurement applications.

For applications involving acquisition of

forces and pressures or weighing, the

KL3356 is suitable for resistance bridge

evaluation, e.g. for strain gauges. This

analog input terminal has a minimum

measurement error of ± 0.01% of the

full scale value.

Further measurement Bus Terminals

process standardized voltage and cur-

rent signals in the following ranges:

± 2 V, 0...2 V, ± 10 V, 0…10 V and 

0…20 mA and 4...20 mA. The signals

are digitized with a resolution of 16 bits

and a precision of 15 bits, and trans-

ported (electrically isolated) to the high-

er-level controller. The Bus Terminals

combine two channels in a single hous-

ing. The input channels of the Bus Termi-

nal have differential inputs and possess

a common, internal ground potential.

Due to their small measurement error of

± 0.05% of the full scale value, these

terminals are ideally suited for monitor-

ing and controlling important process

parameters such as weighing, dosing,

quality assurance, or general monitoring

of limit values.

High precision and outstanding long-

term stability of the measurement Bus

Terminals are achieved through self-cal-

ibration. The complete circuit calibrates

itself at least every 3 minutes. This pro-

cedure can be synchronized by the con-

trol in order to prevent the calibration

leading to a delay in the production

process.

Moreover, the accuracy of the measured

values is monitored permanently. A

warning signal is issued in the event of a

violation of the accuracy class, so that

“safe” measured data are ensured.

New analog input Bus Terminals extend the range of applications for the Beckhoff I/O system to the area of high-precision 
measurement technology. Bus Terminals with minimum measurement error are available for resistor bridges for strain gauge sensors and
all common analog input signals.

Measurement technology: New analog input terminals for Beckhoff I/O system

Bus Terminals for high-precision control processes

Application example: The contents of a 10-tonne silo are weighed via strain gauges and analyzed via the high-precision KL3356

resistance bridge Bus Terminal. With a minimum measurement error of <± 0.01%, the total measurement error is <± 1 kg.

The procedure for safeguarding the pre-

cision and function control was devel-

oped in consultation with “Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt” in Germany.

In practice, the KL3356 for direct connec-

tion of resistance bridges can be cali-

brated together with the sensor.

Overview of measurement technology terminals:

KL3132: ± 10 V

KL3162: 0...10 V

KL3172: 0 … 2 V

KL3182: ± 2 V

KL3142: 0 … 20 mA

KL3152: 4 … 20 mA

KL3356: resistance bridge evaluation
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For fieldbus systems, the special requirements of drive technology are regarded as

particularly difficult to deal with. In existing systems, short cycle times and high

synchronicity (as required for control loops that are closed via the bus) could 

only be realized with special “drive buses” such as the SERCOS interface*. How-

ever, these drive buses are only partly suitable for supposedly less critical tasks,

such as exchanging normal I/O signals in the PLC cycle. This resulted in the 

development of separate fieldbuses for drives and I/O signals. If the control sys-

tem is to be networked, an additional Ethernet connection is required. The user

therefore ends up with three incompatible networks that are wired and para-

meterized differently, although understandably he would prefer a single system.

The currently emerging Ethernet-based fieldbuses are set to improve the situa-

tion.All variants claim to be suitable for drive technology, able to process PLC sig-

nals, and, naturally, to support global networking – after all they are Ethernet-

based. However, this consolidation on its own is not quite sufficient. A new field-

bus system should also offer significant advantages in terms of the details of the

different requirements.

6 products

The option of being able to use EtherCAT for both drive applications and fast I/O signals was one of its main development aims 
right from the start. This article by Dr. Dirk Janssen, who manages software developments at Beckhoff, explains the associated features of the
EtherCAT slave controller and the protocol profile implementations that are relevant for drive technology.

EtherCAT as a drive bus

Special drive technology requirements
The supposedly demanding drive technology requirements for fieldbus systems

can be listed relatively quickly: cycle time, synchronicity and simultaneity. Typical

values for required cycle times range between a moderate 4 ms (cyclic position

specification with position control in the drive) to 62.5 µs in extreme cases (cur-

rent control loop closed via the bus).

One microsecond is often quoted as an adequate value for synchronicity in drive

technology. Since the term synchronicity is not clearly defined in this context, si-

multaneity should be considered as an additional factor. While synchronicity de-

scribes the temporal jitter during processing of the functions in the device in-

volved (drives and controllers), simultaneity defines the measure of temporal off-

set of these functions.

Synchronicity is important for the individual devices, so that their own subordi-

nate control loops can synchronize with the cyclic signal with the required preci-

sion. Simultaneity moreover enables distributed devices to work on a common

task with absolutely identical time bases.

* SERCOS interface is a trademark of Interessengemeinschaft SERCOS e.V.
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Compared with classic PLC technology involving cycle times of 20–30 ms with

free-running process data communication, the requirements described are al-

ready significantly higher. Meanwhile, advanced PLC systems (e.g. PC-based soft

PLC) reach at least the same cycle times and also provide synchronized exchange

of I/O signals. Apart from actual control tasks, a PLC tends to deal with more and

more monitoring and measurement functions, and requirements are therefore ex-

pected to become even more demanding in future. Machine and tool protection

systems, which today are realized with special hardware, can thus easily be inte-

grated as a software solution in the PLC.

While for drive technology the required cycle times and synchronicity are limited

by the inertia of the mechanical systems to be controlled, measurement technol-

ogy requirements will determine the range of future applications for fieldbus sys-

tems.

Distributed clocks – EtherCAT slave controller features
Synchronicity and simultaneity between distributed systems can be achieved – at

least to some extent – in different ways. One frequently used method is based on

cyclic transmission of a synchronization signal, which is sent by one of the de-

vices – usually the master – and received quasi simultaneously by all other de-

vices. The procedure requires the bus system to be free whenever the synchro-

nization signal is sent and assumes that the devices receive it without delay.

However, non-zero run times in the devices and in the infrastructure components

(cables, switches, network controllers etc.), simultaneity cannot be taken for

granted in practice. A 100 m long cable, for example, leads to a delay of approx-

imately half a microsecond. Relaying of the signal via a switch can take several

microseconds. If the bus system is used for several parallel communications 

(i.e. drive control, I/O signals and higher-level control systems), even precise trans-

fer of the synchronization signal is difficult to ensure.

Synchronization control: EtherCAT uses a different approach based on so-

called “distributed clocks”: All devices have an independent clock as a basis for

running local cycles and events.The crucial factor is that all clocks run at the same

speed and have the same base time. A special control integrated in the EtherCAT

Slave Controller (ESC) ensures that all clocks are guided by a reference clock and

are synchronized irrespective of temperature and production tolerances.

Device 1

Device 2

Cycle time

Synchronicity (Jitter)

Simultaneity

Figure 1: Cycle time, synchronicity and simultaneity

Simultaneity – system time: For providing simultaneity, all clocks should have the

same base time. To this end, EtherCAT defines a system time with a resolution of

1 ns. The system time (64-bit integer) is managed directly by the ESC and provides

an absolute temporal reference (based on Jan. 1, 2000) for events in the complete

network at any time. Since the control ensures that all distributed clocks are syn-

chronized, the system time has to be initialized only once.

Run-time measurement: In order to be able to initialize the system time with

the required precision in all devices, an ESC-supported run-time measurement is

carried out that determines the signal run times between all EtherCAT devices,

which are then taken into account for the distribution of the system time. This 

requires precise knowledge of the installed topology, which for EtherCAT can be

very flexible (line, star, tree). The topology is fully readable – also with support

from the ESC. A statistical mean value calculation helps to compensate jitter in

the communication system. The use of distributed clocks and their initialization

requires no support from the application processor in the device, since this is ful-

ly dealt with by the EtherCAT Slave Controllers.

Cyclic signals: Based on distributed clocks, ESC offers a number of functions and

signals that provide a high-precision time base for the respective application 

(e.g. a drive controller). The system always uses absolute system time, which 

automatically ensures the temporal link with distributed devices. Synchronization

signals that are connected with capture/compare units of the application 

processor, for example, provide a high-precision time base for the application.

The ESC also provides synchronization inputs for latching the system time for 

external events. The use of absolute system time also enables analysis of remote

events.

Achievable precision: The quality of the control and the precision with which

the system times of the individual device can be initialized are crucial factors for

the applicability of distributed clocks. The synchronicity value of 1 ms mentioned

above can already almost be achieved with classic fieldbuses that are specialized

for drive technology. However, depending on the number of devices, the simul-

taneity error is often significantly higher. Even the SERCOS interface communi-

cation system ignores the simultaneity requirement and assumes that all 

devices receive the associated synchronization signal at the same time. However,

in reality the signal is relayed from one device to the next, involving a delay of
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None of the available protocols on their own support all communication require-

ments of modern fieldbuses (process data, parameter data, parallel TCP/IP, firm-

ware updates, routing to subordinate bus systems, etc.). EtherCAT therefore 

introduces multi-protocol capability, consolidating the different protocols in a

standardized mailbox. This enables quick and full conversion of existing devices

to EtherCAT. The protocols relevant for drive technology are “CANopen over

EtherCAT” (CoE) and “SERCOS Device Profile over EtherCAT” (SoE). They enable

the advantages of EtherCAT in terms of transfer characteristics to be combined

with proven, profile-specific drive functions. The “Ethernet over EtherCAT” (EoE)

and “File Access over EtherCAT” (FoE) protocols provide options for integrating a

Ref-Clock
1st Slave

Channel 1

Slave-Clock
314th Slave

Channel 2

EtherCAT
Master

Scope

Figure 2: Test configuration

Figure 3: Synchronicity and simultaneity in an EtherCAT network

approx. 1 µs in each case. Even in a system involving only 20 devices, the associ-

ated error is therefore approx. 20 µs. This error cannot be compensated auto-

matically, because firstly the topology is not readable, secondly the run time is not

measurable, and thirdly no associated measures are implemented in the associ-

ated protocol.

EtherCAT is designed for supporting not just 20 devices, but several hundred or

thousand devices. Despite this, the mechanisms described above provide results

that are several orders of magnitude better. Figure 2 shows a test configuration

for a long-term scope recording (Figure 3). The synchronization signals of two

EtherCAT devices are shown. Between these two devices, the test configuration

features more than 300 further devices and overall approximately 120 meters of

cable, representing a realistic application. The scope is triggered by the signal of

the first device and displays the signal of the second at the bottom. The width of

the signal edge (persist time set to infinite) corresponds to the synchronization

error and is approx. ± 20 ns! The deviation of the mean value from the trigger

point of the first device corresponds to the simultaneity error, in this case 

approx. 12 ns! Comprehensive measurements showed that both the synchro-

nization error and the simultaneity error are significantly less than 100 ns, even

for large networks.

Multi-protocol capability
Other important criteria for a fieldbus system that is to support drive technology

are the communications protocol and profile used, which are responsible for com-

patibility and efficient data exchange between the controller and the drive. In-

stead of re-inventing the wheel, EtherCAT uses proven technology for this pur-

pose.
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Pre-Operational
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Operational

web server in the drive, for example, or for efficiently exchanging firmware or cam

plate tables via the bus (Figure 4).

CANopen over EtherCAT: The “CANopen over EtherCAT” (CoE) protocol 

enables the complete CANopen profile family to be utilized via EtherCAT. The 

SDO protocol is used directly, so that existing CANopen stacks can be used prac-

tically unchanged. Optional extensions are defined that lift the 8-byte limit and

enable complete readability of the object list.

The process data are organized in process data objects (PDO), which are trans-

ferred using the efficient means of EtherCAT – naturally without 8-byte limit. All

CANopen profiles – including the drive profile (DS 402) – are fully usable, and de-

vices based on it can be transferred to EtherCAT very easily.

Apart from a few details, the EtherCAT slave state machine corresponds to the

CANopen state machine, so that only a limited number of changes are required.

In order to enable less ambiguous start-up behavior, a further state called “safe

operational” is defined, to which inputs that are already valid are transferred,

while the outputs remain in safe state (see Figure 5).

SERCOS Device Profile over EtherCAT: The protocol “SERCOS Device Profile

over EtherCAT” (SoE) enables the proven SERCOS profile, which is specialized for

demanding drive technology and standardized in IEC 61491 to be used. The 

SERCOS service channel, and therefore access to all parameters and functions 

residing in the drive, is mapped to the EtherCAT mailbox. Here too, the focus is

on compatibility with the existing protocol (access to value, attribute, name, units

etc. of the SERCOS identifiers) and expandability with regard to data length lim-

itation. The process data (for SERCOS in the form of AT and MDT data) are trans-

ferred via the EtherCAT Slave Controller.The associated mapping is done SERCOS-

compliant via the identifiers S-0-0015, S-0-0016 and S-0-0024.

9 products

For synchronization – like for the CoE protocol – the synchronization features of

the EtherCAT Slave Controller are utilized as described above. This also includes

– with associated quality improvements – those of standard SERCOS, so that im-

plementation is correspondingly easy.

The EtherCAT slave state machine explained above can also be mapped easily to

the phases of the SERCOS protocol. “Pre-operational” corresponds to SERCOS,

phase 2, and enables service channel communication without process data ex-

change. “Safe operational” is comparable with phase 3. Synchronization is car-

ried out as required, although for EtherCAT inputs that are already valid have to

be transferred. “Operational” exactly corresponds to phase 4 for normal, cyclic

data exchange.

As the name suggests, the EtherCAT slave state machine refers to a single slave

and – unlike SERCOS – therefore enables individual drives to be parameterized

and started up independent of other devices.

Conclusions
While EtherCAT is not a pure drive bus, it meets the associated requirements 

at least one order of magnitude better than familiar, specialized systems. Drive,

I/O and communication buses therefore no longer have to be separated. Even de-

manding tasks, such as measurement technology applications, can be integrated

and enable new functionalities to be utilized with “classic” control technology.

Because proven communication profiles are used, migration of existing devices

and applications can easily be accomplished. For drive technology in particular, a

small number of profiles have been developed and tried and tested over years. It

also means that the complete tool chain and existing experience with the para-

meterization of associated drives is maintained.

PDO
Mapping

AT
MDT

File
Access

Mailbox

EtherCAT Slave Controller

Physical Layer

IDN

CANopen
Application

SERCOS
Application

HTTP,
FTP, ...

File system,
Bootloader

Process Data

Object Dictionary

SDOIP

TCP

Ethernet

Service Channel

Process Data

UDP

FoE EoE SoE CoE CoE/SoE

Figure 4: Multi-protocol capability of the EtherCAT mailbox Figure 5: EtherCAT slave state machine and its mapping to the SERCOS phases
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Stepper motors are electric motors and are comparable with synchronous motors.

The rotor is designed as a permanent magnet, while the stator consists of a coil

package. In contrast to synchronous motors, stepper motors have a large number

of pole pairs. In a minimum control configuration, the stepper motor is moved

from pole to pole, or from step to step.

Stepper motors have been around for many years. They are robust, easy to con-

trol, and provide high torque. In many applications, the step counting facility can

eliminate expensive feedback systems. Even with the increasingly widespread use

of synchronous servomotors, stepper motors are by no means “getting long in the

tooth.” They are considered to represent mature technology and continue to be

developed further in order to reduce costs and physical size, increase torque and

improve reliability.

The development of the KL2531 and KL2541 Bus Terminals for the Beckhoff I/O

system opens up new application areas. Microstepping and the latest semicon-

ductor technology offer many advantages:

| Smoother operation

| Resonance avoidance 

| Reduced energy consumption 

| Lower thermal load on the motor

| Minimum electromagnetic emissions

| Long cable lengths

| Simpler handling

| Reduced size of the power electronics

| Simple integration into higher-level systems

| Integrated feedback system

10 products

The new drive technology Bus Terminals integrate a compact motion control solution for small stepper motors up 
to 200 W. The KL2531 and KL2541 stepper motor terminals are a cost-effective alternative to traditional drives.

Integrated pacemaker

Stepper motor directly at the Bus Terminal
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KL2531: Stepper motor terminal, 24 V DC, 1.5 A

KL2541: Stepper motor terminal with incremental 

encoder, 50 V DC, 5 A

Two performance classes for optimum usage
The KL2531 and KL2541 stepper motor terminals differ in terms of performance.

With a size of only 12mm, the KL2531 Bus Terminal covers the lower perform-

ance range. The device is designed for simple integration into a 24 V DC control

voltage system. With a peak current of 1.5 A per phase, a large number of small

drives and axes can be supplied.

The KL2541 offers higher performance comparable to that of small servo drives,

because with a peak current of 5 A, the KL2541 can generate an impressive

torque of 5 Nm in conjunction with a standard stepper motor. The supply voltage

Calculation and specification 

of the stepper motor

Selecting a stepper motor:

1. Determine the required positioning accuracy and the step res-

olution. The first task is to determine the maximum resolution

that can be achieved. The resolution can be increased via me-

chanical gear reduction devices such as spindles, gearing or

toothed racks. The 64-fold microstepping of the stepper motor

terminals also has to be taken into account.

2. Determine mass m and moment of inertia J of all parts to be

moved.

3. Calculate the acceleration resulting from the temporal re-

quirements of the moved mass.

4. Calculate the forces from mass, moment of inertia, and the re-

spective accelerations.

5. Convert the forces and velocities to the rotor axis, taking 

account of efficiencies, moments of friction and mechanical

parameters such as gear ratio. It is often best to start the cal-

culation from the last component, usually the load. Each addi-

tional element transfers a force and velocity and leads to fur-

ther forces or torques due to friction. During positioning, the

sum of all forces and torques acts on the motor shaft. The re-

sult is a velocity/torque curve that the motor has to provide.

6. Using the characteristic torque curve, select a motor that

meets these minimum requirements. The moment of inertia of

the motor has to be added to the complete drive. Verify your

selection. In order to provide an adequate safety margin, the

torque should be oversized by 20% to 30%. The optimization

is different if the acceleration is mainly required for the rotor

inertia. In this case, the motor should be as small as possible.

7. Test the motor under actual application conditions: Monitor

the enclosure temperatures during continuous operation. If the

test results do not confirm the calculations, check the 

assumed parameters and boundary conditions. It is important

to also check side effects such as resonance, mechanical play,

settings for the maximum operation frequency and the ramp

slope.

8. Different measures are available for optimizing the perform-

ance of the drive: using lighter materials or a hollow instead of

solid body, reducing mechanical mass. The control system can

also have significant influence on the behavior of the drive.The

Bus Terminal enables operation with different supply voltages.

The characteristic torque curve can be extended by increasing

the voltage. In this case, a current increase factor can supply a

higher torque at the crucial moment, while a general reduction

of the current can significantly reduce the motor temperature.

For specific applications, it may be advisable to use a special-

ly adapted motor winding.
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Current curve:

| full step

| half step

| 1/4-step microstepping

| 1/8-step microstepping

| 1/16-step microstepping

| 1/32-step microstepping

| 1/64-step microstepping

of up to 50 V DC enables high speeds with good torque and, therefore, high me-

chanical output (up to about 200 W). The KL2541 has an integrated incremental

encoder interface, although it is still only 24 mm wide.

Both stepper motor terminals provide two controlled sine/cosine currents. 25 kHz

current control enables smooth current output without resonance. Highly dy-

namic, low-inductance motors run just as well as stepper motors with small ro-

tor mass. The current resolution is 64 steps per period: 64-fold microstepping. A

standard motor with a 1.8° step angle runs very smoothly and can be set to up

to 12,800 electronic positions per turn. Experience shows that including approx-

imately 5,000 positions is realistic.

Typical stepper motor problems such as pronounced resonance are a thing of the

past. Microstepping and associated set values ensure that rotor jerk is avoided.

Also, the rotor no longer tends to oscillate around each indexing position. Me-

chanical measures such as vibration dampers against resonance or gear reduc-

tion for increasing precision are no longer required. This allows the burden from

costs and development effort to be lower.

The new stepper motor terminals also reduce engineering development time.

Both Bus Terminals can be used just like standard Bus Terminals in all common

fieldbuses. Interface programming is no longer required. Start, stop or resonance

frequencies are no longer an issue. For simple positioning tasks, both Bus Termi-

nals can automatically position the drive, taking account of an acceleration ramp

and the maximum frequency.

The option of detecting the rotor position via the voltage returned by the stepper

motor is not widely used yet. The KL2531 and KL2541 Bus Terminals offer status

feedback that reflects the motor load with a resolution of 3 bits. This type of feed-

back is not suitable for “real” position control. However, since the stepper motor

basically follows its control and simply stops in the event of overload, the tech-

nique is acceptable in practice:The motor will reach the specified position, as long

as it is not overloaded. The position value counted in the Bus Terminal is “O.K.”

Ramps are used for acceleration and deceleration. For Bus

Terminals with internal positioning an exponential ramp can

be used, leading to a noticeable reduction in positioning time.
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What are the parameters that 

characterize a stepper motor?

Torque: Refers to the maximum motor torque at different speeds. This parame-

ter is usually represented by a characteristic curve. Stepper motors have compar-

atively high torque in the lower speed range. In many applications, this enables

them to be used directly without gearing. Compared with other motors, stepper

motors can quite easily provide a holding moment of the same order of magni-

tude as the torque.

Speed: Stepper motors have low maximum speed, which is usually specified as

a maximum step frequency.

Number of phases: Motors with 2 to 5 phases are common. The KL2531 and

KL2541 Bus Terminals support 2-phase motors. 4-phase motors are basically 

2-phase motors with separate winding ends. They can be connected directly to

the Bus Terminal.

Rated voltage, supply voltage and winding resistance: Under steady-state

conditions, the rated current at the rated voltage depends on the winding resist-

ance. This voltage should not be confused with the supply voltage of the power

output stage in the Bus Terminal. The KL2531 and KL2541 apply a controlled cur-

rent to the motor winding. If the supply voltage falls below the rated voltage, the

power output stage can no longer apply the full current, resulting in a loss of

torque. It is desirable to aim for systems with small winding resistance and high

supply voltage in order to limit warming and achieve high torque at high speeds.

Resonance frequency: At certain speeds, stepper motors run less smoothly. This

phenomenon is particularly pronounced if the motor runs without load. Under

certain circumstances, it may even stop. This is caused by resonance. A distinction

can be made between resonances in the lower frequency range (up to approx.

250 Hz) and the medium to upper frequency range. In addition to their impact on

smooth running, resonances in the lower range may lead to (in some cases sig-

nificant) loss of torque, or even loss of step. If the characteristic motor curves are

not too “enhanced,” this will become apparent as a loss of torque.While this type

of resonance is mainly motor-specific and can only be influenced to a certain 

extent via simple stepper motor control measures, the type and design of the step-

per motor control is quite significant for resonances in the medium and higher

speed range.

Resonances in the lower speed range: They are easy to explain and particu-

larly disruptive for the application. In principle, the stepper motor represents an

oscillatory system (comparable to a mass/spring system), consisting of the mov-

ing rotor with a moment of inertia and a magnetic field that creates a restoring

force that acts on the rotor. Moving and releasing the rotor creates a dampened

oscillation. If the control frequency corresponds to the resonance frequency, the

oscillation is amplified, so that, in the worst case, the rotor will no longer follow

the steps, but oscillate between two positions. Due to their “sine/cosine current

profile,” KL2531 and KL2541 Bus Terminals are able to prevent this effect in al-

most all standard motors. The rotor is not moved from step to step and no longer

jumps to the next position, but it moves through 64 intermediate steps, i.e. the

rotor is gently moved from one step to the next. Any unexpected loss of torque at

certain speeds is avoided, and operation can be optimized for the particular ap-

plication. This means that the lower speed range, where particularly high torque

is available, can be fully utilized.

Step angle: The step angle indicates the angle travelled during each step. Typi-

cal values are 3.6°, 1.8° or 0.9°, equivalent to 100, 200 or 400 steps per motor

revolution.Together with the downstream transmission ratio, this value is a meas-

ure for the positioning accuracy. For technical reasons, the step angle cannot be

reduced below a certain value. Positioning accuracy can only be improved further

by mechanical means (transmission). An elegant solution for improving position-

ing accuracy is the microstepping function offered by the KL2531 and KL2541. It

enables up to 64 intermediate steps. The smaller “artificial” step angle has a 

further positive effect: The drive can be operated at higher speed, yet with the

same precision. The maximum speed is unchanged, despite the fact that the drive

operates at the limit of mechanical resolution.

Solid handling of more demanding positioning tasks
More demanding positioning tasks can be addressed via the Beckhoff TwinCAT

automation software. Like other axes, both Bus Terminals are integrated via 

the TwinCAT System Manager and the stepper motors can be used like “normal”

servo axes. Special stepper motor features, such as speed reduction in the event

of large following errors, are automatically taken into account via the “stepper

motor axis” option. The effort for changing from a servomotor to a stepper 

motor – and back – is no greater than changing from one fieldbus to another one

using TwinCAT.

The output stages of the stepper motor terminals have an overload protection in

the form of an over-temperature warning and switch-off. Together with short cir-

cuit detection, diagnostic data are accessible in the process image of the con-

troller. In addition, this status is displayed by the Bus Terminal LEDs, along with

other information. The output stage is switched on via an "EnableBit". The mo-

tor current can be set and reduced via a parameter value.

Optimum adaptation to the motor and the implementation of energy-saving fea-

tures require minimum programming effort. During the test phase, the KS2000

parameterization software enables quick and efficient optimization. Since all da-

ta are set via software parameters, Bus Terminals can easily be exchanged and

parameters stored or transferred to the next project. The need to transfer certain

potentiometer settings and to document whole DIP switch configurations is fi-

nally a thing of the past.
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The choice of control architecture – centralized or dis-
tributed – is ultimately a philosophical question. Josef Papenfort,
TwinCAT product manager at Beckhoff, summarizes the arguments for
and against these approaches using an assembly line as an example.

14 products

Assembly lines, a machine for assembling mobile phones, for example, are char-

acterized by modular structure. This consists of modules for the different manu-

facturing stages, such as pick-and-place units, robots, welding stations and, of

course, a logistics unit that transports the individual parts between the modules

and controls the supply of assembly parts. In addition, critical services such as

recipe management, quality statistics and parts tracking are required.

An assembly line called “modutec” was recently automated by Feintool Auto-

mation, based in Aarberg, Switzerland (a detailed description of the modutec sys-

tem can be found on page 30). In principle, such a machine can be automated

with centralized or decentralized control technology. What are the reasons for

choosing one or the other control architecture? We will provide a detailed analy-

sis to enable both options to be assessed. In addition to the hardware, software

and the fieldbus, the Motion Control aspects of the equation will also be dis-

cussed.

Local or distributed control architecture?
Hardware: With distributed control architectures, the hardware, i.e. the number

and quality of the CPUs used, is determined by the number of modules. Each mod-

ule has a controller. Apart from the distributed controllers, the system usually fea-

tures a central master PLC, which deals with management tasks such as logistics,

parts tracking and central statistics. The module PLCs automate their respective

modules. They usually have no visualization or operation facilities.

The master PLC deals with visualization and operation of the complete plant.

Since the scope of the control tasks executed in the modules is small compared

with the overall automation task, a relatively low-performance and, therefore,

low-cost PLC can be used. The module PLCs must be able to communicate with

the master PLC via a high-speed bus. Usually an Ethernet-TCP/IP-based network

is used for this purpose. Data exchange is either via cyclic exchange of network

variables or via acyclic communications modules.The module PLCs have to be syn-

chronized with the master PLC when the plant starts or stops. The machine can

only start once all subordinate PLCs have completed their start-up procedure.

Shutdown of a distributed control architecture with distributed remanent data is

also more complicated.

Software: The PLC programs running on the module PLCs are usually not very so-

phisticated, since the task to be programmed is simple. A single time level, i.e. a

single task, is usually sufficient. The situation for communication projecting and

programming on the master PLC side is more complex. The management and dis-

tribution of PLC programs to the individual controllers should not be underesti-

mated.

Fieldbus: Of course, the I/Os and fieldbus topologies are just as simple as the PLC

programs on the module PLCs. Since only a small section has to be automated,

relatively few I/O signals have to be dealt with – local I/O is usually sufficient. If

necessary, an additional conventional fieldbus (with few nodes and small spatial

extent) may have to be used. The I/Os have to be configured and the fieldbus di-

agnosed individually for each module PLC.

Motion Control: Due to their low performance, module PLCs can usually not be

used for controlling several axes. If several axes have to be moved and possibly

synchronized, the use of intelligent and, therefore, expensive axes is difficult to

avoid. Position control and synchronization is dealt with via a decentralized ar-

chitecture on the drives.

Central vs. distributed control technology – 
a matter of philosophy
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Central control architecture
Hardware: In contrast to distributed architecture, a central architecture usually

features a powerful computer, often a PC, that deals with all tasks such as I/O,

PLC and motion control. Computing capacity, therefore, has to be significantly

higher. However, there is only one CPU – which means only one spare part.

Software: The software is certainly more comprehensive. For reasons of reusab-

ility and maintenance, the software has to be structured and modularized.

IEC 61131 provides object-oriented approaches for this purpose. Since there is 

only one PLC program, storage and archiving are very simple, and central start-

up or shutdown of the PLC is straightforward.

Fieldbus: The central fieldbus master is a crucial advantage for configuration,

diagnosis and maintenance, although if conventional fieldbuses are used, it may

also be critical, given the extent of the system and the required quantity of slaves.

Motion Control: Since motion control calculations also have to be performed in

the central PC, the demands on the fieldbus are even higher. If a fieldbus is to be

used for I/O and Motion Control, an additional factor apart from an increased

number of nodes are temporal requirements. For position control on the PC, min-

imum cycle times of 3 – 4 ms are often required. Conventional fieldbuses quick-

ly reach their limits for this type of application. However, Motion Control on a cen-

tral CPU also offers a number of advantages. Since position control, coupling and

axis synchronization calculations can solely be dealt with by software compo-

nents in the PC, the drives themselves can be ‘dumb’. Only current control has to

be implemented. Synchronized drives respond very quickly. No potentially trou-

blesome coupling of the drives among each other via special buses is required.

The higher performance of the PC CPU and the almost unlimited storage capaci-

ty enable very complex table coupling. A standard PIII PC can easily deal with up

to 100 position-controlled axes. The performance of new CPUs keeps increasing,

so further boosts can be expected. Currently, the fieldbus is clearly the bottleneck.

Against this background, Beckhoff developed EtherCAT, the new Ethernet-based

fieldbus. The number of devices or the size of the system suddenly becomes irrel-

evant. Cycle times of 100 µs for more than 100 axes are possible. Since the price

for EtherCAT components is no higher than for standard fieldbuses, EtherCAT can

be used to realize complicated topologies with exacting requirements in terms of

cycle time.

Conclusions
Distributed, local control technology offers an architecture that is very structured

overall. Replacement and testing of individual modules is straightforward. Due 

to the simple topology, standard fieldbuses can be used without problems. Com-

munication of the modules among each other, with the master computer 

and for synchronizing the PLCs during start-up and stopping is relatively compli-

cated.

Central diagnostics, commissioning and maintenance are arguments for central

control technology, as are simple start-up and stopping of the plant, and simple

administration of the single PLC program. If the fieldbus is powerful enough, a

modern PC can control and synchronize a large number of axes.

A range of very different criteria are relevant for selecting the architecture: In ad-

dition to a clear system architecture, flexibility and reusability are important de-

cision criteria. Costs come into the equation in terms of the hardware, but also

for wiring, commissioning and configuration. Training costs are another item that

should not be overlooked.

Distributed or central? This continues to be a question of philosophy, although

with the hardware ‘PC’ and EtherCAT as the fieldbus, with IEC 61131 and pow-

erful motion control functions, complex systems can be realized with a central ap-

proach. This also brings the advantages of central program development and ad-

ministration, central fieldbus diagnostics and central motion control.

15 products
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“One of our priorities for 2004 is PC-based CNC technology. This year, we man-

aged to gain quite a few customers from the CNC sector,” Hans Beckhoff ex-

plained. Traditionally, the market for CNC controls is dominated and controlled by

just a few suppliers. With this in mind, we are very pleased that we are now be-

ginning to win over some large end users with our PC Control-based CNC solu-

tion, and that this market segment is slowly opening up for our ‘New Automation

Technology’.”

“The success in the CNC sector is a reflection of the Beckhoff overall outlook,”

Hans Beckhoff said. “At the moment, we’ve even managed to surpass our ambi-

tious goal of 26 percent growth in annual sales. Our current growth rate is just

over 28 percent.”

Is it likely to become more difficult to achieve such high growth rates in future?

The managing director is optimistic: “Our aim of 26 % growth is indeed very am-

bitious and was initially intended to serve as a guideline for our company. How-

ever, the market appears to permit such growth for us. Assuming that the world-

wide automation market that Beckhoff serves has a volume of about 50 billion

euros, our current market share is just 0.25 percent. Assuming we manage to

maintain annual growth of 26 percent and the overall market is going to grow

In an interview with Ronald Heinze, chief editor of “openautomation,” managing director Hans Beckhoff reports current
trends and highlights at the SPS/IPC/DRIVES in Nuremberg, Germany and comments on the state of the EtherCAT development.

16 news

Even higher speed for EtherCAT 
and measurement technology is in the mix 

Hans Beckhoff is convinced that: “2005 will be an

exciting year for Ethernet. Users will test Ethernet

in a wide range of applications, and field experience

will grow exponentially. The benefits, which will

then be clearly apparent for everyone, will provide

additional impetus for Ethernet in automation 

technology!”
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slightly, by 2010 we will have reached a market share of 0.8 percent. Therefore,

the market is not the limiting factor.”

“This year we managed to achieve growth in all areas, across all industries and

in all regions,” Hans Beckhoff said. “Particularly noteworthy is North America,

with a growth rate of 50 percent, where a turnover of 14 million euros has been

generated by 29 employees. After years of heavy investment, we are now mak-

ing money in North America. ” Beckhoff U.S. also recently opened a new techni-

cal office in Carlsbad, California near San Diego.

“We will continue to strengthen the export business,” the managing director con-

tinued. “This year we established new subsidiaries in France, Russia and Lithua-

nia. We opened our third office in China. We have now been active in the Chinese

market with our own staff for three years. Due to the dynamics of this market, we

will redouble our efforts in China in the future.” Notwithstanding the booming

export business, Hans Beckhoff emphasizes, “The company also achieved strong

growth in Germany.”

Innovations for further growth
Continuation of the Beckhoff global growth strategy requires constant innova-

tions. At SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2004 in Germany, Beckhoff will once again present a

range of new developments: The company’s linear motor offering has been ex-

tended and now covers peak forces up to 9000 N. In the Industrial PC range, in-

novations on display at the fair include Panel PCs with the Pentium M processor

and the new C81xx range of the box PCs. “Our Industrial PCs are increasingly

used for applications that are no longer directly related to core automation tasks.

One example of this is measurement technology,” said Hans Beckhoff.

Beckhoff will also present a CX1000 series Embedded PC with Pentium M proces-

sor. “High-end PC performance will now be available on the din rail,” Hans Beck-

hoff continued. He regards the Intel Pentium M processor family as a “stroke of

luck for automation.” They solve the power loss problem with industrial P4 com-

puters, since the maximum power loss for the new processor type is just 25 W.

Furthermore, the processor architecture offers very high performance. “Our 

TwinCAT PLC benchmark indicated that the 1.6 GHz Pentium M Mobile offers the

same performance as a standard 2.4 GHz Intel processor,” Hans Beckhoff said.

Meanwhile, Intel announced their intention to continue developing the Pentium

M family as their main product line.Also, the Windows CE-based CX9000 Bus Cou-

plers with two integrated Ethernet ports will be presented in their final version.

“Demand for IP 65 I/O modules is growing,” the managing director said. Cus-

tomers are increasingly asking for tailor-made function modules that can be used

as a compact and extremely robust “front end” for production machines. The 

automation manufacturer intends to utilize the experience gained in building 

Industrial PCs with metal housing and the know-how from the I/O products for

offering customer-specific IP 65 modules with all-metal housing.

The Beckhoff Bus Terminals have developed into a market standard. Meanwhile,

the company offers tailor-made terminals for almost 170 signal types and keeps

expanding this range systematically. At the fair, the new KMxxxx terminal mod-

ules will be presented, which feature extremely compact design, plug-in connec-

tions and an attractive price per channel. Another development: new intelligent

power Bus Terminals for direct connection of stepper motors. These Bus Terminals

enable cost-effective connection of drive systems up to 200 W directly from the

terminal network. “With our automation concepts, we have increased our pres-

ence on the Asian markets,” the managing director said. Beckhoff is therefore de-

veloping a CC-Link Bus Coupler and negative-connection 8-channel digital termi-

nals to reduce the price per channel.

Measurement technology as a new target market
Beckhoff has identified measurement technology as a new target market. Beck-

hoff, the embodiment of advanced automation systems, and measurement tech-

nology – how do the two fit together? The managing director of Beckhoff is con-

vinced that: “Automation and measurement technology are converging on the ba-

sis of PC-based control technology, with measurement technology becoming es-

tablished as an integrated component of automation technology. After the suc-

cessful integration of PLC, motion and HMI functionalities on a single hardware

and software platform, the extension of automation technology with measure-

ment technology will open up new applications and markets.” Beckhoff can sense

a development towards “scientific automation,” offering further increases in 

machine performance and reliability. Furthermore, according to Hans Beckhoff,

17 news

Ronald Heinze is chief editor of openautomation, etz Elektrotechnik + Automation 

and building & automation at VDE-Verlag in Germany.
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automation technology should also be able to penetrate the previously separate

market of measurement technology. “The signs for automation companies are

good, since many metrological tasks can be solved quite easily using automation

technology.” At the same time, he is convinced that instrument technicians can

deal with automation tasks without significant effort.

Beckhoff is already offering a number of standard components for solving a wide

range of measurement technology tasks. One example is the KL3356 Bus Termi-

nal, which was specially developed for metrological tasks and offers a very small

measurement error of ± 0.01 % of full scale value. Beckhoff will continue to 

develop measurement Bus Terminals for analog signal recording with this kind of

precision,“ Hans Beckhoff said.

“Machines or systems can utilize PC-based control technology even more effec-

tively, if the existing high-performance processors also deal with processing the

measurement readings,” he continued. “This is why one of our aims is to devel-

op TwinCAT software into a platform for measurement tasks. When it comes to

measurement technology, we are first dealing with the hardware side and will

then move on to the software.”

TwinCAT automation software remains the linchpin of the Beckhoff strategy.

The new version 2.10 contains a range of improvements and will be presented 

at the SPS/IPC/DRIVES show. EtherCAT will be fully integrated in this version of

TwinCAT. Hans Beckhoff said, “It will enable us to guarantee response times of

100 µs.”

Distributed clocks for EtherCAT: New high-speed class
EtherCAT, the real-time Ethernet technology for control applications developed by

Beckhoff, is making headway at all levels. “The success of the EtherCAT Technol-

ogy Group (ETG), which was only established in November 2003, has exceeded

even our most optimistic expectations,” Hans Beckhoff said. “The technological

principle on which EtherCAT is based is obviously attractive enough for ETG to be

successful even on industry ‘word of mouth’ alone.We are very pleased about this

positive response.” ETG already has 127 member companies from all over the

world, including well-known automation and drive technology companies such

as ABB, Advantech, Baldor, Baumüller, Bosch, Jetter, KEB, Moeller, SEW, SMC,

Turck and Weidmüller. The company Hilscher intends to integrate EtherCAT in its

netX all-in-one network controller.

27 ETG members will have a joint ETG stand at SPS/IPC/DRIVES and will present

their EtherCAT products as well as a concrete application example from the sheet

metal processing sector. The roll feed developed by Schuler AG is controlled with

EtherCAT drives from Baumüller and EtherCAT terminals from Beckhoff. ETG is 

also making good progress with international standardization. “Meanwhile, ETG

has become an official partner of the IEC SC65C working groups,” said Hans Beck-

hoff. “We are now in the process of submitting EtherCAT for standardization.”

“EtherCAT slave controllers are already available,” he continued. “In the second

quarter of 2005, they will also become reality in the form of ASICs.” Previously,

the chips were based on FPGA technology. According to Hans Beckhoff, ASICs are

characterized by their small size (approximately 7 mm x 7 mm), low power loss,

attractive price and high performance.

18 news

Reinforcement for drive technology:

new linear motors for peak forces up to 9000 N.
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Several innovations based on EtherCAT technology are now available: “One of

our highlights is the distributed clock concept,” Hans Beckhoff said. What is be-

hind it? In addition to minimized time jitter, real-time synchronization also re-

quires absolute isochronism. “Under industrial conditions in the field, we are now

able to achieve values of less than 100 ns for jitter and absolute time deviation,

and in the laboratory even less than 30 ns.” Hans Beckhoff hopes to be able to

increase speed and precision even further using this concept.

But are such high speeds generally really needed in automation technology?

“Definitely,” the managing director said. “Jitter reduction is very important for

control technology. Constancy of sampling times and absolute simultaneity of sig-

nal acquisition directly influence control accuracy. Our distributed clocks are,

therefore, a high quality feature for the next generation of controllers. With this

technology, EtherCAT will be able to gain further advantage over other real-time

Ethernet concepts.”

Even with the successful development of EtherCAT,, Beckhoff will remain open for

other real-time Ethernet protocols – true to the company philosophy of open con-

trol technology. “What is perhaps less known in the market is that we not only

contribute to the development of PROFIBUS and PROFIsafe, we also actively sup-

port the development of PROFInet,” said Hans Beckhoff. “Our products will also

support Ethernet IP and other Ethernet-based systems, as demonstrated by the

13 different communication systems that have already been integrated in our 

automation solutions so far. This openness offers great benefits for our users.”

Safety communication has to be system-in-
dependent – no “fieldbus straitjacket”

The automation market is currently characterized by

an intense discussion about different concepts for

safety-related communication. There is a risk that a

similar diversity will develop in this sector as already

experienced in standard communication. Beckhoff is

trying to take a different route. With TwinSAFE,

Beckhoff offers a communication-neutral, decentral-

ized safety concept for functional security applica-

tions. TwinSAFE is characterized by safety-related

communication as an additional layer over existing,

freely selectable communication channels and inde-

pendent of the chosen physical transfer medium. In

practice this means that TwinSAFE can be used in

any fieldbus environment and operates as “fieldbus-

neutral.” The same applies for EtherCAT. “Obviously,

TwinSAFE-based, safety-related communication can

also run via EtherCAT,” explained managing director

Hans Beckhoff.“ Therefore, we see no need for a

separate EtherCAT safety specification. We feel that

this notion might also prevail with other Ethernet

systems, since it is a technically cleaner and simpler

solution.”

19 news

The new Beckhoff terminal modules for the Bus Terminal system are characterized by

their compact design and advantageous price per channel.
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The Karlstein-based company Advanced Nuclear Fuels (ANF) GmbH is a wholly

owned subsidiary of Framatome ANP GmbH Germany and produces fuel rods for

the German and European markets. Since operations started in 1979, it has pro-

duced more than 20,000 fuel elements containing more than 3.4 million fuel rods.

Within the fuel elements, precisely manufactured spacers ensure that the fuel

rods, which can be up to 4 m long, are safely guided or held in position. Peter

Blomberg, control technology manager for Rohwedder AG at Bermatingen (Ger-

many), explained, “Our task was to develop and realize a plant for finishing 

the spacers with high precision, coupled with high throughput.”

The requirements in the nuclear energy sector are known to be some of the 

most stringent in the world. Errors or inaccuracies are simply unthinkable.

Assembly and micro-assembly technology supplier, Rohwedder AG was commissioned by ANF to build a welding plant for steel
grids that are used as spacers for fuel rods in BWR or PWR nuclear reactors. The critical requirements for the plant were high precision and 
accuracy coupled with high speed. During the high-precision welding process, each weld point up to 8,000 parameters are transferred at a cycle
time of less than 1 second. The process requires extremely sophisticated control technology. Rohwedder chose the PC-based PLC and motion con-
trol solution from Beckhoff for handling this complex process.

Peter Blomberg explained why the order was placed with Rohwedder, “High

quality and reliability at all steps of the manufacturing process are of paramount

importance for ANF. Since we already had a wealth of experience in design,

development and implementation of special machines, ANF approached us 

with this order. We are known for our quality and also for the fact that we only

use components from reliable partners.” The special purpose machine manufac-

turer described the close cooperation with Beckhoff, "Beckhoff is our automa-

tion partner for this project. We have been using Beckhoff products and solu-

tions since 1996 for successful project implementations. From Beckhoff we 

get more than ‘off-the-shelf products’ – we also like to explore new ideas 

together.”

Rohwedder AG: High-precision welding plant for ANF GmbH

PC-based control technology 
for welding of fuel element spacers 
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The plant in detail
ANF’s task was to realize a welding plant for joining an initially loose construct

of longitudinal and lateral bars via laser spot welding to form a rigid steel 

grid. The plant realized by Rohwedder consists of two welding chambers, each

equipped with a laser for the actual welding, a camera system and a visualization

PC at the control unit. A Kuka robot is used for handling the components of the

steel grid.

In the first step, the parts are mounted on a workpiece carrier. Via a conveyor belt

it is transferred into the welding chamber and positioned by the robot. Peter

Blomberg explained: “The components are made of a zircon alloy and the mate-

rial has to be welded in an argon gas chamber since in a normal atmosphere it

would catch fire.” Once the workpiece is positioned in the welding cell, the cell

is closed and a vacuum is generated. The chamber is then flooded with argon.

“This is a complex and comparatively expensive process, but in this case the 

material used makes it unavoidable,” explained Peter Blomberg.

The specifications for the welding process itself are also very demanding. Highly

dynamic linear drives are used for moving the laser to the individual contact

points. Here, the laser melts the material with high precision, creating the re-

quired weld quality. “The welding process is impressive. Speed and precision 

go hand in hand here,” said the control specialist. A camera mounted in the cell

monitors the complete welding process. Defective welds are visualized immedi-

ately and automatically re-welded. Furthermore, the camera system surveys the

grid before the welding process.

Less than one second processing time per weld point
“The welding process is a high-precision, high-speed process that generates a

huge amount of data,” said Peter Blomberg.The plant can simultaneously process

more than 50 steel grids, 26 of those can be of differing types. The individual grids

are asymmetric – some have cut-outs. “This means that the system has to man-

Overview of the plant: Both welding chambers are

equipped with a welding laser, a camera system and

a visualization PC at the control unit. A Kuka robot

handles the steel grids. The Beckhoff Control Panels are used

for process visualization.
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age more than 50 component variations. Positions, travel paths, laser control,

NC and camera programs have to be ‘parameterizable’,” said Peter Blomberg.

Regarding the data volume, each spacer requires up to 1,000 welds, each with a

cycle time of less than 1 s. During this time, the following steps are executed:

| positioning according to recipe (100 kg/mass)

| correction via camera

| laser welding according to recipe parameters (manual, via NC program, or

spot welding)

| weld point analysis.

The high-precision welding process with a positioning accuracy of < 0.02 mm re-

quires eight parameters for each weld point, resulting in up to 8,000 parameters

for each spacer.

PC-based control: Database connection included
Due to the exacting requirements in terms of drive and control technology and

visualization, Rohwedder relies on PC-based control technology from Beckhoff

using version 2.9 of the TwinCAT NC I automation software and a 19" C5102

slide-in 2.4 GHz PC as the control PC. “With TwinCAT we have decided to use an

open PC solution instead of conventional axis modules and CNC controls. Exact

positioning, fast motion, high data volume and measuring tasks necessitate the

use of a PC-based controller such as this. We would not have been able to real-

ize the complex control tasks using a conventional controller,” said the control

specialist.

“One of the advantages of the PC platform is that standard Office files such as

Excel can be used and ActiveX components can be integrated,” said Blomberg

and continued: “Measured values can be stored in a database and subsequently

printed on a network printer via Ethernet. In addition to these positive effects, the

software solution is significantly more cost-effective than a comparable solution

using traditional hardware components. The PC also offers significant advantages

with regard to remote maintenance.”

Simple recipe management via Excel table
PC-based control technology also offers obvious advantages in terms of recipe

management. All recipe parameters, including NC and laser programs, are 

handled via Excel. Peter Blomberg explains why the spreadsheet program was

chosen, “Given the huge data quantity, it offers the simplest form of data han-

dling. Also, no programming knowledge is required for creating the recipes.” The

Excel file contains information about the component (steel grid type), such as

size, number of weld points, distance of the webs and any cut-outs, and a 

description of the weld sequence including the parameters for each weld. The

document also contains the NC program, the laser and image processing program

and associated parameters. “The Excel data are read into the associated PLC da-

ta structure. For each component, the PLC creates a data file containing recipe

and process parameters, which is also accessed by the higher-level plant man-

agement system,” explained the Rohwedder manager. “Recipe creation and pro-

cessing of the different components are determined with the customer, who sim-

ulates the procedure using TwinCAT’s ScopeView. This enables errors to be de-

tected and rectified in advance, optimizing the process.”

Simulation saves time during commissioning
For Peter Blomberg, the main benefits, particularly from TwinCAT, are simple and

convenient handling and fast installation on the computer. “Within half an hour

we can convert the PC into a real-time PLC and motion control system. Hardware

independence is another attractive feature – in theory, we can use any PC as a

platform for the software system,” he said. “The simulation options also offer sig-

nificant benefits. We were able to fully model the plant in advance on the PC.”

This saves time and avoids surprises during commissioning on site. Moreover,

The 19-inch slide-in PC from Beckhoff 

serves as control PC on which the TwinCAT NC I

automation software runs.

Peter Blomberg is control 

technology manager at 

Rohwedder AG in Bermatingen.
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modular expandability through further modules via the IP-Link system. The 

Coupler Box (IL2301-B318) is used for interfacing with the PROFIBUS network.

Further I/Os are integrated via Extension Box modules. The Coupler Box collects

the I/O data via the IP-Link optical fiber connection from the extension modules

and communicates with the higher-level controller.

Requirements met exceptionally
Rohwedder uses their in-house AMS XP product as a plant management system

for central monitoring and management of the process. “Apart from process 

visualization, AMS also deals with process data archiving, order and type man-

agement, and statistical analysis. Particularly noteworthy is the traceability tool,

an increasingly important feature in our current era of traceability,” said Peter

Blomberg. “Any maintenance or non-maintenance is documented. Any errors or

reworking, as well as manufacturers or suppliers of third-party products are

stored within the program. In the event of subsequent damage, the end user can

quickly obtain information about the origins.”

Overall, with this project the mechanical engineering specialists from Rohwedder

once again demonstrated their competency for providing sophisticated individual

solutions. “Our strategy of using familiar and reliable automation technology was

once again successful. This enabled us to operate a high-quality and reliable plant

that meets the stringent requirements of the nuclear energy sector. We are proud

to have met ANF’s requirements exceptionally,” concludes control expert Peter

Blomberg.

Rohwedder AG www.rohwedder.com
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TwinCAT provides secure investment through PLC programming according to 

IEC 61131-3: “We appreciate this openness, which represents investment protec-

tion for us,” said Peter Blomberg.

With TwinCAT NC I, the engineers from Bermatingen decided to use a motion con-

trol solution with 3D axis interpolation. “One of ANF’s requirements for the NC

was 3-axis interpolation with laser power control. As an example,” the control

technology manager quoted from the design specification, “this means that 

from position 4 mm to 18 mm, for example, the power has to be controllable 

between 50 % and 60 %. Furthermore, positioning of the linear axes for standard

grids should take less than 300 ms, corresponding to a travel path of 12 mm.With

TwinCAT NC I, Beckhoff offers a particularly precise and fast solution, with very

cost-effective software-based path control.”

TwinCAT and SERCOS form a fast and highly dynamic unit
The plant has a total of twelve highly dynamic, water-cooled linear drives, which

are controlled via TwinCAT NC I. In combination with a SERCOS interface drive

bus, the result is a highly dynamic drive system that can synchronously move sev-

eral axes to the target. “High data transmission rates and short cycle times with

simultaneous interference immunity are arguments for SERCOS interface,” said

Blomberg. “In our case, where high speed is a significant factor, fast and smooth

data exchange between the motor and controller is obviously also important.”

Here too, Beckhoff was able to provide a suitable solution in the form of PC field-

bus cards. “We use special cards for the PROFIBUS (FC3101) and SERCOS inter-

face (FC7501) bus systems that were specifically developed for fast controllers

and real-time tasks such as drive position control. They perfectly complement the

TwinCAT system,” he explained.

At the I/O level, Beckhoff Bus Terminals in protection class IP 20 and Fieldbus Box

modules in protection class IP 67 with PROFIBUS interface are used. The decisive

criteria for using the IP 67 modules were their compact and robust design and

Rohwedder AG

The company Rohwedder AG with head office in Bermatingen (Germany)

supplies complex system solutions for the technology segments of assembly

and micro-assembly technology, electronics production and plasma, solar

and vacuum coating technology. The portfolio is rounded off with com-

plementary handling, image processing, robot and production engineering

technologies. Rohwedder customers come from almost all industry sectors.

During the financial year 2003, the Group, with approximately 750 staff,

generated a turnover of around 124.1 million euros. Compared with the 

previous year, this corresponds to a growth of 17.5%. The operating result

was 4.6 million euros, the net result 1.5 million euros.

“Automation technology continues to be a growing market”, said chairman

Joachim Rohwedder. “Having expanded vigorously for years, the Rohwedder

Group has now reached a consolidation phase that should be completed 

in 2004”, said the CEO of the Group. According to a VDMA forecast, the 

robotics and automation sector is expected to grow by another five percent

in 2004. By then, sales are expected to have reached almost 7 billion euros.

At the I/O level, Beckhoff Bus Terminals in protection class 

IP 20 and Fieldbus Box modules in protection class IP 67 with 

PROFIBUS interface are used.
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When it comes to the CX1000 PC-based embedded controller from Beckhoff, the answer is a clear “yes,” because
in the new hall of the Verkehrszentrum at the Deutsches Museum, the CX1000 deals with all aspects of building automation con-
trol. This proves that the device is indeed a “museum piece,” albeit a very technologically advanced one.

Is PC Control already a museum piece?
Building automation in the “Verkehrszentrum” branch (transport section) of “Deutsches Museum”

On May 11, 2003, the “Mobility and Technology” exhibition opened in Hall III of the 

new annex, completing the first phase of the expansion of Deutsches Museum. Over 

the next few years, the Verkehrszentrum will be expanded and eventually extend to all

three historic exhibition halls (which are listed buildings) at Munich.
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fails in only one half of the hall.” A 19" slide-in IPC C5102 from Beckhoff 

operates at a higher level above this structure. It is used as input medium and

deals with set value specification and control functions. In principle, the three

controllers operate independently, although status messages and the web inter-

face run on the 19" Industrial PC.

More computing power, simpler handling
The control system has proven to be rather complex and covers 30 PCs and 

several hundred lamps, among other devices. Georg Schemmann, manager for

Building Automation at Beckhoff, said: “Due to the complexity of the control 

system, we proposed to use three CX1000 controllers, each of which has to deal

with high data flow from up to 180 terminals.” The Bus Terminals include analog

temperature inputs, several digital switching inputs, and approx. 1,000 lamp 

controllers, which are configured as digital outputs. In addition, there are analog

outputs for the frequency converters and for controlling the exhaust air from 

the heating.

In Hall 3 of the former Munich exhibition grounds, located some distance away

from the “Museum Island,” Deutsches Museum now has an additional 2,200 m2

of floor area and, thanks to a gallery, a total of 3,000 m2 of available exhibition

space. The Verkehrszentrum branch moved there recently, and by 2005 it will 

also occupy Halls 1 and 2. Just like the location, the complete building automa-

tion system is also new. It comprises around 1,000 relays for PC sockets, lighting,

heating (bright radiator) and ventilation flaps, which were all realized with 

control technology from Beckhoff.

The building automation system is based on three modular, DIN rail-mountable

CX1000 Embedded PCs from Beckhoff, each linked to approx. 180 Bus Terminals

via a terminal bus extension. Peter Traut, responsible for security, technology 

and EDP at the transport section, explains the reasons for this configuration, “The

tri-partition is mainly due to the spatial situation. One station is responsible for

general building services, for example, the climate station. Furthermore, the hall

is split into two due to sensitive exhibits. We need this kind of redundancy to pro-

tect the exhibits, in other words, things aren’t too bad if the heating or lighting

Ethernet

Each CX1000 controls around 180 Beckhoff Bus Terminals, which in turn deal with light-

ing, heating and ventilation control.

The Verkehrszentrum of Deutsches 

Museum in Germany is equipped 

with PC- and Ethernet-based control

technology from Beckhoff.
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The PC-based control system offers clear benefits: Handling is simplified signifi-

cantly, and installing new programs is much easier. A single computer deals with

the control for a whole sector. In addition, PC technology facilitates integration

of the three building services sections. The CX1000 computers also run pre-pro-

cessing functions for the visualization software. “This would have been too much

for ordinary small controllers,” Georg Schemmann explained.

Why Beckhoff technology?
The decision by the Verkehrszentrum branch of Deutsches Museum to use PC- and

Ethernet-based building automation technology from Beckhoff, rather than a 

solution based on networking via EIB or LON, for example, had several reasons:

One requirement was integrated functionality for tasks such as heating control,

monitoring functions (starting with the water detectors), and closing of windows,

all with browser interfacing. EIB and LON are much less flexible and less versa-

tile. A LON system, for example, would have required additional development 

effort and third-party components – deviations from the original scheme would

have been difficult to realize. The Beckhoff system solution provides the required

openness and is able to ensure the required speed and performance.

Parameter passing via XML file
A further basic requirement of Deutsches Museum was the option of remote mon-

itoring. A single person is responsible for an area of 10,000 m2 across three halls,

so it is impractical to carry out full inspections of the heating system, several

times per day. To this end, status monitors are installed in several locations,

enabling manual intervention as required. Once the system is fully configured,

50 to 60 PCs will be installed near the exhibits. Thanks to integration into the 

IT network, the operator can use a laptop to connect to the WLAN and check that

everything is running smoothly. This saves a tremendous amount of time.

The operating software was realized with Microsoft .NET technology and pro-

grammed in C#. The parameters or allocations are saved in XML format. When

the configuration is changed at the control PC, the data are transferred to the

CX1000 controller via TwinCAT ADS and saved. After a fault in the power supply,

the controller re-starts automatically.

One technological highlight is the flexible and simple assignment of lighting 

scenarios, involving more than 900 lamps in 15 different groups. This enables the

operator to implement changes at any time.

Data logger records temperature data
All temperature values across the hall have to be documented, since this is a very

critical building where even very small fluctuations could have severe conse-

quences. Peter Traut explains: “Even small temperature fluctuations in the heat-

ing can result in differences at the wall surface of 5° to 6° and lead to the for-

mation of mold or condensation, for example.” A data logger was implemented

which, like the complete control system, was realized with the TwinCAT automa-

tion software from Beckhoff. The recorded data can be read and processed con-

veniently as an Excel file.

Eight analog temperature transducers are currently installed, corresponding to

eight heating zones. The individual radiant heaters can be allocated flexibly 

to these zones, with the aim of distributing the heat as uniformly as possible.

Deutsches Museum Verkehrzentrum:

http://verkehrszentrum.deutsches-museum.de

Deutsches Museum contains a unique collection 

of vehicles, ranging from the first motor car to the 

“ICE-Experimental” high-speed train.
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Armstrong Building Products has 23 production facilities worldwide and is the

leading manufacturer of acoustic ceiling systems. For the European market, Arm-

strong produces mineral fiber acoustic ceiling panels at four locations:

Hoogezand (Netherlands), Team Valley (Great Britain), Pontarlier (France) and

Münster (Germany).

In the Dutch plant at Hoogezand, Beckhoff control and fieldbus technology has

been in use for more than 14 years. The process of cutting large panels, including

the panel saw, is PC-based and controlled using a Lightbus network. The panel

saw cuts large panels (3.6 m x 5 m) to the format of the base panels.

Henk Duijm, principal engineer for Asia and Europe at Armstrong Building Prod-

ucts, explains: “The PC control system consists of a desktop PC and a monitor that

is integrated in the operating panel. The PLC/NC S1000 software – the predeces-

sor of today’s TwinCAT automation software – runs on a DOS operating system.”

Beckhoff technicians wrote the application software and developed the visuali-

zation system. The visualization of the production interface – the sectionalized

representation of the plant – is programmed in “C”.

Maintenance and handling simplified
At the time, the Lightbus I/O modules M1400 and M2400 (for digital and analog

devices respectively) were selected for I/O communication. Armstrong uses the

Lightbus modules both locally and in the central control cabinet. The I/O compo-

nents installed throughout the plant control sensors and actuators. The use of 

local Lightbus components reduced the installation effort and the costs.The Light-

bus devices in the control cabinet include the frequency converters that control

the speed of the roller conveyors.

Andreas Hülshorst, who now works in sales for Beckhoff and was plant engi-

neering project manager at the time, commissioned the Hoogezand plant in 

August 1990. “One of the special features was that the speed of each roller con-

veyor of the conveying unit was controllable. In this way, the distance between

the ceiling panels on the conveyors could be changed to suit each process. The

roller conveyor speed could be set via the software PLC without the need for com-

plicated calculations.”

Simple extension with additional functions 
After commissioning, Armstrong technicians extended the system even further.

“Thanks to the Lightbus system, the plant configuration can be modified or ex-

tended simply and quickly,” said Henk Duijm. “All data are set automatically 

during initializing so that no complex device settings are required at the local

modules.”

The panel saw consists of a 2-axis saw for longitudinal cuts and a 4-axis saw for

cross cuts. The saw settings of the pole-changing motors can also be changed via
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The system for cutting large panels into smaller ones 

at the Armstrong plant in the Dutch town of Hoogezand

is equipped with PC control and Lightbus network.

The panel saw for longitudinal and cross cutting.

Armstrong: PC-based production line 
for acoustic ceiling systems

After 15 years,
Lightbus technology is
still “state of the art”

Lightbus was introduced in 1989 as the Beckhoff system bus for high-speed machine controllers. Since then, it
has become well established in many sectors including production machines for windows, woodworking machines, presses, pack-
aging and machine tools. As one of the first Lightbus applications for materials handling equipment, a production line for ceiling
panels was realized at Armstrong Building Products in the summer of 1990. Due to its interference-proof and high-speed field-
bus communication, Lightbus today is still regarded as “state of the art.”
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M1400 digital Lightbus modules. The position of the saw axes is monitored via

M3000 absolute encoders.

One technological highlight is the 12-level dryer for drying ceiling panels. The 

dryer is continuously filled with basic ceiling panel elements and emptied via an

elevator. This process requires short set-up times and fast loading and unloading.

Here too, the Lightbus system excels with high performance.

Fast, modular and interference-proof
The decision for using the Lightbus system at Armstrong was based on several

factors. One important criterion was modular expandability of the system. The

production line, including the panel saw, had to be converted in only two weeks’

time. In order to guarantee quick assembly and commissioning on site, the plant

was pre-configured for testing purposes at the supplier of the transport system –

the machine manufacturer Hüttenhölscher. “The individual system components

were equipped with Lightbus I/O components and tested section by section. For

final assembly in the Hoogezand plant, the individual system components simply

had to be connected with optical fiber and motor cables,” said Henk Duijm.

“Further reasons for the use of Lightbus were operational benefits and straight-

forward expandability through integration of modules into the optical fiber ring.”

Interference immunity against electromagnetic influences and complete galvanic

isolation of the connected modules among each other were crucial benefits. “The

control cabinets are installed in a separate control room, which is 160 m away

from the last machine component. The encoder lines for the saws are subject 

to EMC interference. Lightbus communication via glass fiber (HCS fiber optic) 

ensured that the data transfer to the absolute encoders was reliable and very 

interference-proof,” said Andreas Hülshorst.

Proven technology is preserved
“For window production machines, Lightbus was used as early as 1989. Arm-

strong was one of our first customers that operated materials handling systems

with saws,” Andreas Hülshorst remembers. The materials handling equipment

was commissioned in August 1990, and in September the first ceiling panels were

produced.

Armstrong will retain the Lightbus technology during their forthcoming relocation

of production facilities from Hoogezand to Münster in early 2005. Henk Duijm

said, “By closing the Dutch plant, we are reducing the number of Armstrong

plants in Europe from four to three. This measure is aimed at reducing production

costs and increasing output at the same time.”

Since the ceiling panel production process remains largely unchanged, the 

machine components with the proven Beckhoff PC control system and Lightbus

fieldbus will be re-installed at the new location. “Controllers are usually replaced

after about 10 years,” said Henk Duijm. “In this case there is no need since Light-

bus still works very well. We will integrate new functionalities via the flexible,

modular Bus Terminals with the Beckhoff Lightbus Bus Coupler.”

Armstrong www.armstrong.com

Lightbus www.beckhoff.com/lightbus/
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Henk Duijm, principal engineer

for Asia and Europe at 

Armstrong Building Products.

Fast, interference-free communication:

Standard fiber optic technology is used for

transferring the Lightbus data.

Lightbus: from Beckhoff system bus to global fieldbus system.

EtherCAT: 14 years after the introduction of the Lightbus system,

EtherCAT – previously having the working title “Fast Lightbus” – 

represents the next generation of the high-speed ring bus.
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Feintool: PC-based control system for highly flexible “modutec” assembly platform

The mobile phone market is a fast-moving business, dominated by technical innovations and fashion trends. Products
– and therefore production – usually change after less than twelve months. Thanks to the highly flexible “modutec” assembly
platform from Feintool Automation, the time and costs involved in such a changeover, for example for the assembly of mobile
phone cases, can now be reduced significantly. The modular concept is based on powerful automation and communication tech-
nology, which Feintool realizes with PC control technology from Beckhoff networked via Ethernet.

Modular assembly and control concept

Feintool’s approach involving the highly flexible assembly platform is very inno-

vative: “modutec” is offered both as a turnkey system for end users or as a fully

modular system for assembly automation facility manufacturers or OEMs. The

modular platform offers flexibility throughout, from the mechanical base unit to

the process modules and the control concept.

Feintool Automation AG based in Aarberg/Switzerland produces the basic mod-

utec infrastructure. Customer-specific assembly and commissioning of the overall

system is dealt with on site. In addition to Feintool Automation AG in Aarberg, the

Feintool Automation division includes IMA Automation GmbH in Amberg (Ger-

many) and Feintool Automation Berlin GmbH (Germany).

Hans-Rudolf Helfer, development manager at Feintool Automation, explains:“Like

the “clictec” rotary indexing machines for the installation of small and very small

parts (up to a size of approx. 100 mm), the “modutec” linear transfer system 

benefits from Beckhoff control technology, which accounts for about 80% of our

control systems”. “In addition to rotary indexing machines, we also make in-

creasing use of other variants, such as high-speed systems. We utilize the syner-

gies within the automation division by using the “modutec” assembly platform,

which consists of a small number of standardized components and highly ex-

pandable independent stations.”

Thomas Ernst, project manager at IMA Automation, explains: “For customer-spe-

cific projects, we obtain standard “modutec” components from Aarberg, i.e. the

station line consisting of the basic unit, supplementary units, enclosure, controller

and basic software. We then implement the customized assembly system for the

respective product, in this case mobile phones.”

Module “recycling” and fast commissioning
“The big advantage of “modutec” – and a primary aim of our current customer

– is reusability of the modules,” said Thomas Ernst. “Cycle times in the mobile

phone market are typically less than twelve months. After that, products tend to

be discontinued. Especially the design components of mobile phones keep chang-

ing.” This “trend awareness” particularly applies to mobile phone covers, and our

new system is used to assemble these “shells”. Thanks to “modutec”, up to 70%

of system components can be re-used, i.e. for a product change the complete

plant is dismantled and re-assembled. In addition to the cost factor, this saves
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Mass-produced composite plastic/metal components from Feintool assist with control

tasks: connectors, sensors or switches. Dozens of individual components are assembled

into cost-effective end products using Feintool automatic assembly machines: mobile

phones, disk drives or measuring instruments.

about 50% of changeover time. While previously assembly took about half a year,

it can now be done in about three months.

Commissioning times are also reduced significantly, because several standard

processes are clearly defined from the outset and don’t change much during the

construction phase. Thanks to the modularity of the system, these processes can

be taken out of the production line and optimized in stand-alone mode. Thomas

Ernst said: “This enables us to regard every single process as a separate system

and to test it independent of the overall process.The control architecture also sup-

ports this approach, because with the CX1000 from Beckhoff each process has its

own independent controller, which is networked with other controllers and with

the higher-level PC-based system control, i.e. the master computer. In the final

step, the system is tested as a whole.”

The production process
The system for assembling the mobile phone covers comprises four standard

modutec station lines, three manual workstations and a master computer. Each

station line may involve up to eight processes (each based on a 450 mm wide

process plate) or up to four 900 mm process plates. The two types may be mixed

as required. Notwithstanding the high complexity of the production process, with

a conveyor speed of the linear transfer system of 15 m/min the system achieves

a cycle time of approx. 3.3 seconds per workpiece carrier.

The mobile phone covers are “born” at the end of the first modutec station line,

i.e. during the fifth and last process involving palletizing the empty cover.

The second station starts feeding in metal screens from blister belts for protect-

ing the earpiece. The metal screen is then ultrasound-welded to the cover. An 

infrared window, also provided by blister belts, is then inserted on the side via a

sophisticated mechanical handling system (cylinder units). During the same

process, the system measures the stamped and bent part for protrusion via an
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electrical continuity test. The most difficult processes starts in the middle of the

second modutec station line, i.e. application of several adhesive labels for fixing

design components at a later stage. The mechanical system for the two circular

tables that are required is very complex. In addition, the system features two im-

age processing systems for measuring the position of the adhesive pads.

In the next step – and in the next modutec station line – the viewing window is

introduced, and the design component (which is pre-assembled on the circular

table by two robots), consisting of an elaborately painted and chromium-plated

plastic part, is fitted to the adhesive pads. The third modutec station line closes

the case by pressing it and checks that it is locked correctly.

In the fourth modutec station line, the protective foil for the display is applied

without bubbles, and the component is turned. A foam frame is then introduced

as a buffer for the display and placed by a Scara robot (which is controlled by an

image processing system) with an accuracy of five hundredth of a millimeter. In

the subsequent three manual workstations, the device is subjected to a 100% 

visual inspection, focusing mainly on paintwork deficiencies and small damage

caused by workpiece handling. Subsequently – once the components have

reached modutec station line 1 – the data codes are applied via CO2 laser. Good

parts are then palletized, and rejects separated.

Powerful automatic assembly machines handle assemblies and end products with cycle times of 1 to 2 seconds and with automatic function control. “modutec”, a highly flexible and

modular assembly platform, offers previously unheard of expandability and reusability at station, process module, controller and enclosure level. Setup and changeover times for semi

or fully automatic assembly are reduced drastically.
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Control station of the 

production line, consisting of 

a control cabinet PC C6140 and

a Beckhoff Control Panel.

The Feintool Group
The Feintool Group with head office in Lyss/Switzerland comprises the divisions “Fineblank-

ing Technology”, “System Parts”, “Plastic/Metal Components”, and “Automation”. Feintool is

a leading technology and system supplier for fineblanking/forming and assembly/automation,

and a global supplier of metal and plastic components. Feintool has around 1,700 staff at 

facilities in Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, Great Britain, the United States, Japan and

China, about 900 of whom are based in Switzerland.

Feintool www.feintool.com

Thomas Ernst,

project manager at IMA

Automation.

Hans-Rudolf Helfer,

development manager at 

Feintool Automation.

The control technology has to be compact and fast
The decision by the “modutec developers” to use Beckhoff control technology for

this complex production process had many reasons. One of the main reasons was

the compactness and performance of the CX1000 Embedded PC. Another factor

was the diversity of the I/O modules in the form of Beckhoff Bus Terminals, which

can be connected with little effort and enable quick and simple system configu-

ration. “Moreover, the CX1000 integrates PLC and motion control functionalities

in a single system”, said Hans-Rudolf Helfer. “Each process module uses its own

control computer. Space is tight (especially with the 450 mm process plate), so

that compact design offered by the CX1000 is a crucial factor.”

Thomas Ernst added: “In terms of performance the CX1000 has also met our ex-

pectations, because it can reduce the cycle time down to 1 ms”. For our applica-

tions this is often very important, since we have to achieve high positioning ac-

curacy, for example for component feeding. Processing times of 12 or 15 ms,

which is the best some other controllers can offer, would reduce precision signif-

icantly. A further advantage is trouble-free commissioning even for heteroge-

neous systems, because for interfacing of external components such as robots,

DeviceNet, PROFIBUS and serial connections are used in addition to Ethernet net-

working.”

IMA themselves switched to Beckhoff technology about 5 years ago. Thomas

Ernst said: “At the time, we were looking for a PC control system and quickly end-

ed up with Beckhoff, where we found a wide range of PC controls and operating

panels. The I/O components from Beckhoff also proved to be ideal for our pur-

poses. One example is the fast and convenient to handle Lightbus, which we use

for our clictec systems, the modutec version for rotary indexing systems. Mean-

while, we have also realized our own standard machine data acquisition via the

TwinCAT automation software. We are also very satisfied with the clarity of the

programming, especially since our programmers have become very familiar with

the Beckhoff systems by now. For all these reasons, we offer Beckhoff technolo-

gy as standard for new projects.”

Data exchange via Ethernet
The assembly system for the mobile phone cases heavily relies on automation:

The production line is monitored via a control station consisting of a control cab-

inet PC C6140 and a Beckhoff Control Panel. This line computer – with Windows

2000 Professional and TwinCAT – runs the complete transport/logistics control

system, the software for which was developed in-house by Feintool Automation

and is used for realizing all type and order management tasks, machine data 
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acquisition, statistical evaluations, and error message generation. The master

computer communicates with the station line computers, which deal with tasks

such as control of protection circuits, transfer of information to the operating 

panel of the station line, providing information for the individual processes, man-

aging IP addresses, and organizing network communication. TwinCAT is used on

all Embedded PCs – a total of 17 CX1000 computers.

Network communication for this production line is realized via standard Ethernet.

This is necessitated by the large data quantities requiring fast transfers. Within

the short cycle time of 3.3 s per housing shell, several handshakes have to be

processed, and the high-speed feed system – another Feintool Automation “mod-

utec” module developed for fast workpiece transport within the station line (less

than 1 s change-over time at 460 mm lift) – also generates a large number of

handshake signals. Communication with the operator control elements is there-

fore via 10Mbit or even 100Mbit Ethernet.

Within the station line, this is realized as follows: The higher-level CX1000 com-

puter is connected with the Beckhoff ES2016 Ethernet switch with 16 RJ45 ports.

The individual CX1000 controllers are connected to this system. For Thomas Ernst

this was the first project involving an Ethernet network: “Initially, we used com-

mercially available switches, but it quickly turned out that they simply couldn’t

cope with our data quantities. With the new plug-and-play switches from Beck-

hoff, everything works flawlessly.”
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Stiwa Fertigungstechnik is a leading European company for product and assem-

bly automation with around 900 staff, based in Attnang-Puchheim (Austria).

Stiwa designs, produces and supplies complete automation solutions, included

automation-compatible product design. The emphasis is on strong, long-term

partnership with customers. Harald Strauß, at Stiwa responsible for technical sys-

tem development, said: “We concentrate on a few regular customers, some of

whom we have been working with for 30 years. We regard ourselves as a com-

prehensive service provider and development partner, offering customers “exclu-

sive security”, i.e. we guarantee protection know-how vis-à-vis competitors.”

Services offered by Stiwa range from product & process development and soft-

ware development (dealt with by associate company AMS-Engineering based in

Hagenberg/Austria) to optimization of production facilities (maintenance, opera-

tion). Stiwa-APF, based in the German spa town of Schlangenbad, produces prod-

ucts or assemblies with intelligent high-performance automation, thus closing the

circle. Examples for applications are car safety components such as ABS or steer-

ing columns, construction hardware, window and furniture fittings, and laborato-

ry products. According to Harald Strauß, “these are all products that offer poten-

tial for automation. A particularly important factor is that, for safety reasons or

due to high quality requirements, they cannot be produced using cheaper labor,

for example in the Far East. Our aim and that of our customers is to preserve Eu-

rope as a production location.”

Close partnership with suppliers
Achieving top technical performance not only requires close co-operation with

customers and associated user know-how. Harald Strauß: “The close partnership

with our customers is also reflected in our relationship with staff and suppliers.

Not all potential suppliers are too keen on this approach, because our market of-

fers competitive advantages only to those willing to explore the frontiers of tech-

nical feasibility. We want to advance the systems offered by our suppliers for our

purposes, with innovations based on standard products without the need for spe-

cial solutions. For suppliers, this is not least a question of attitude, and Beckhoff

was spot-on in this respect. For me, this was an important criterion in the deci-

sion to use Beckhoff technology.” Armin Pehlivan, managing director of Beckhoff

Austria, confirms this far-reaching co-operation: “We are proud to be a standard

supplier for a top automation company such as Stiwa. Our co-operation started

about six years ago and involves intense discussions for applications involving

special features.”

Harald Strauß explains the reasons for the change in technology and the decision

to use PC control from Beckhoff: “Our origins are in the hardware PLC world. At

some point, we had to make a decision between retrofitting or changing to a dif-

ferent system. We went for the second option, mainly in order to be able to stan-

dardize our technologies. Our aim was an integrated concept, which was not 

viable with a traditional hardware based PLC. Moreover, with our systems we

have to be able to develop or adapt everything in-house, which is only possible

With high-end automatic assembly machines, crucial competitive advantages are only available to those willing
to explore the frontiers of technical feasibility. Only a few machine manufacturers are able to concentrate successfully on
such a market segment. One example is the Austrian specialist company Stiwa Fertigungstechnik. Stiwa utilizes PC control
technology from Beckhoff as part of an unusually close partnership that enables its potential to be exploited to the full.

Stiwa Fertigungstechnik: High-end assembly automation
makes consistent use of PC control technology

We keep automating
where others give up!

Harald Strauß, at Stiwa responsible for technical system development, said: “We decid-

ed to use PC-based control technology, in order to be able to standardize our technolo-

gies. Our aim was an integrated concept, which was not possible with hardware PLC.”
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The Lintrans LTS-CI high-end automatic 

assembly machines from Stiwa are equipped

with PC controls from Beckhoff throughout.

The C6240 Industrial PC from Beckhoff is the hard-

ware platform for the PC-based controller. In the

largest system built by Stiwa so far, 29 Beckhoff

IPCs are used.

with PC-based technology. In addition, we usually deal with very complex systems

involving a large number of processes, which means that large quantities of pro-

duction data have to be continuously accessible and achievable. All this led to a

change to PC technology back in 1998. Beckhoff was the clear market leader in

this area, which even large control manufacturers told us at the time.”

Modular PC control ensures high flexibility
Stiwa only produces linear transfer machines.We focus on rigidly interlinked high-

performance automatic assembly machines with cycle times in the range of sec-

onds. Our systems comprise open, modular, automatic machines that can be

adapted to various application requirements. This modularity despite rigid linkage

is one of the main features of Stiwa systems, not least because modern applica-

tions have to be able to respond to very short product life times, design modifi-

cations at short notice, or subsequent system extensions. Automatic assembly

machines offer ideal scope for such extensions, which account for at least 30%

of Stiwa projects.

August Gründl, who is responsible for systems development at Stiwa, explains

that the name speaks for itself: “Lintrans LT306S is the name of our predecessor

system that still used hardware control. With the conversion to the TwinCAT soft-

ware PLC from Beckhoff, we changed the name to Lintrans LTS-CI, with CI short

for “completely integrated”. The same principle applies to the loosely interlinked

LTL-CI system.” LTS-CI basically consists of a rigidly interlinked basic system chain

on which workpiece carriers are installed. Feed units deliver the individual parts

to the chain, where they are inserted into workpiece carriers via pick & place. Ful-

ly automatic processing modules then manipulate the workpieces. Each process-

ing step is followed by a chain cycle for transporting the workpieces to the next

processing module. At the end of the chain, depending on the system the work-

pieces are transferred to the next chain or discharged into packaging units.

A typical control environment involves several C6240 control cabinet IPCs from

Beckhoff:

| A visualization PC for running the Stiwa visualization and order management

software,

| A terminal server serving the local visualization terminals (third-party prod-

ucts) that are distributed throughout the plant,

| A database server for storing product and quality data, and

| One or more control PCs (the largest system built by Stiwa so far involved 

29 PCs) with automation software TwinCAT 2.9.

August Gründl explains the advantages of PC-based control from Beckhoff: “In a

minimum configuration, i.e. for very small and therefore atypical LTS-CI systems,

these PC functions can run on a single computer”. However, usually several PCs

are involved, which are networked via Ethernet TCP/IP for fast data exchange.

Ethernet TCP/IP is also used for the connection to the higher-level customer LAN.

The I/O level is integrated via the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system (Bus Coupler

BK3100 and various Bus Terminals) or via the Fieldbus Box modules in protection

class IP 67 with PROFIBUS DP with 12 Mbaud transfer rate. The servo drives are

integrated via the SERCOS interface.

Benefits of PC control technology
For August Gründl, the conversion to PC-based control technology has brought

numerous advantages: “Today, hardly any system can operate without PCs. Even

if a conventional PLC is used for control purposes, most systems will feature ad-

ditional PCs for measuring, data protection or image processing, etc. Using a PC

as a PLC significantly simplifies and speeds up communication between the con-

trol system and the periphery. In smaller systems, the individual software pack-

ages may even run on the same PC. Communication with customary software

packages, such as Excel for quick and simple data protection or analysis, or the
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Automatic assembly 

machines from Stiwa 

are used worldwide, for

example at Julius Blum

GmbH. Blum produces

hinge, drawer and slide

systems and processing

aids for furniture fittings.

August Gründl is responsible for systems development at

Stiwa: “Complete integration of an NC in TwinCAT signifi-

cantly simplifies the control of highly dynamic drives.”

realization of simple PLC control tools for commissioning or constructing the sys-

tem, can quickly and easily be implemented with conventional programming lan-

guages (in the simplest case Visual Basic, for example).”

According to August Gründl, the use of TwinCAT offers further significant bene-

fits: “Complete integration of NC into the TwinCAT control system significantly

simplifies the control of highly dynamic drives. Cyclic communication between the

PLC program and the NC enables continuous monitoring of axis movements or

real-time responses to various events during an axis movement at any time. Op-

erators don’t have to wait until positioning is complete to be told that the axis

has reached its target or that a fault may have occurred. The system enables full

real-time control of all set values and actual values of the drive during the com-

plete positioning process. Even demanding tasks, such as dynamic, high-precision

force-fitting processes, can usually be solved without additional external control

hardware by implementing the control algorithm within the TwinCAT PLC and

controlling the axes via the integrated TwinCAT NC interface. This means that sys-

tem developers no longer have to rely on “black box” devices from third-party

suppliers, but are able to implement the complete control and process know-how

in-house. Even axis synchronization – from simple linear coupling to “flying saw”

or path interpolation – can easily be realized with standard drives. The drives

themselves do not require additional intelligence; everything can be configured

and controlled centrally within TwinCAT. This means that the different tasks do

not require different drives, but one drive with standard intelligence and real-time

interface (e.g. SERCOS) is sufficient.”

While the options for direct remote maintenance and diagnosis via Internet or re-

mote control PC software and the automatic annual increase in speed of PC

processors are general benefits of a PC solution, for August Gründl the Beckhoff

variant offers further, specific advantages: “Overall, Beckhoff offers innovative so-

lutions and responds very well to customer needs. Further benefits are openness

vis-à-vis different fast fieldbus systems, real-time capability, and significantly

shorter PLC cycle times compared with conventional PLCs.”

EtherCAT at a glance
High-performance automatic assembly machines are very demanding in terms of

internal data transfer. Interfacing of the field level (I/O modules, Festo valve ter-

minals etc.) via PROFIBUS DP with the maximum transfer rate of 12 Mbaud 

enables bus cycles (complete pass of all devices within the PROFIBUS ring) of 

1 ms. For servo drive coupling via SERCOS interface with a cycle time of current-

ly 2 ms, Stiwa is already reaching the limits in many cases. Some processes 

require significantly shorter cycles (e.g. 500 µs) in the drive bus. August Gründl

said: “In the long term, EtherCAT will be very interesting for us, because further

reduction in bus cycles means additional minimization of system cycle times and

savings in hardware, since the PC will only require the EtherCAT interface, from

which further fieldbuses such as PROFIBUS can be accessed. However, for us it 

is important that a sufficient number of components from different manufactur-

ers support EtherCAT. We therefore maintain a very close relationship with our

suppliers, in order to be able to influence their products through close co-opera-

tion and continuity of the relationship.We definitely do not pursue a strategy that

involves using one product today and another one tomorrow. It would be highly

desirable if some of our key suppliers also started to use EtherCAT.”

Stiwa Fertigungstechnik www.stiwa.com
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Mondo Minerals Ltd. produces some 600,000 tonnes of talc pigments for paper

surface coating a year. Talc is not easy to process. Refining the slurry requires very

specific know-how because all the raw materials repel water.As the customer, the

paper industry also demands a lot of the product: Paper coating must be opaque

and print quality must be first class. Brightness and smoothness are also impor-

tant criteria. “Talc is a good coating material because it settles well onto the 

papermaking pulp. It’s a material derived from rock,” explained Jouni Liimatta,

who is an automation technician at Mondo Minerals.

The Vuonos plant has mills incorporating the latest technology to grind the talc

mineral into small particles of the right size. In order to ‘understand’ the grinding

process and to be able to monitor the particle size to ensure uniform quality,

Mondo acquired an online particle size analyzer. “It was difficult to find a part-

ner because the conditions in our plant are demanding, partly because of the

temperatures,” says Liimatta. “Eventually a laser diffraction analyzer was pro-

cured from England.” All we needed now was a reliable partner for the PC-based

automation. “That’s when we found Beckhoff. They were able to meet all our per-

formance requirements,” Liimatta continues. “An important factor was the speed

of the Beckhoff IPCs.”

2,000 samples per second
Beckhoff’s Industrial PC C6150 was selected as the ‘measuring platform’ for par-

ticle size analysis. The PC C6150 gives absolute measurements of 2,000 samples

a second. The user interface, a Beckhoff Control Panel located on the shop floor

in the plant process premises, is situated some 65 meters away from the PC in

the control cabinet.

The obvious advantage is that not a single person needs to go and measure the

process in harsh ambient conditions. The solution also eliminates the possibility

of human error. The diffraction analyzer is not calibrated. Instead, the sample 

data received from the production process is collected and the measurement 

data is compared against a recorded baseline. The data collected forms a new

database each week, which can easily be re-utilized.

“For us it’s vital to have a reliable benchmark for the automation process to suc-

ceed. At present we use three of the Beckhoff Industrial PCs deployed, and

they’ve had no hardware malfunctions at all.”

A never-ending road
“The paper industry’s requirements will in no way lessen in future: Machine

speeds are increasing and paper must be brighter than bright. The company that

can produce better quality holds the trump cards,” Liimatta explains. The decisive

competitive factors in producing coating talc are energy efficiency, quality and

productivity. Mondo is convinced that online measurements can improve the

product significantly. “Feeding the measurements to the production process is not

easy, but in the long run it will be well worth the effort. The philosopher’s stone

for achieving that is a highly reliable automated quality measuring system,” con-

cludes Jouni Liimatta.

Beckhoff Finland www.beckhoff.fi

Mondo Minerals:
Industrial PC 
for harsh external
conditions

In the manufacture of coating talc used by the paper industry, reliable measurement is critically important.
Mondo Minerals Ltd., based in Vuono, Finland, is a refiner of talc mineral. The company uses Beckhoff IPCs for controlling its qual-
ity measurement system in order to meet the continuously growing demands of the paper industry.
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Adargo Press: Ethernet communication with compact controllers
The printing company Adargo Press AB prints some of Sweden’s largest news-

papers: “Aftonbladet”, “Metro” and “Dagens Industri”. Like in almost all indus-

tries, Adargo can only remain competitive by making optimum use of its 

machines. Matthias Andersson, who designed the system for DCOS AB,

explained: “The machinery is now a few years old and works perfectly, apart 

from a certain lack of functionality. For increasing flexibility, the visualization 

and main control system was modified and the functionality of the roll 

changer, which automatically changes paper rolls during operation, was up-

graded.”

Adargo Press AB decided to use the compact BC9000 Ethernet controllers from

Beckhoff for improving the functionality of the roll changer. Ethernet is used for

the communication between the main controllers, the BC9000 controllers and a

PLC from Mitsubishi. The main controller communicates with the Bus Terminal

Controllers via OPC server.

The decision to use the Ethernet Bus Terminal Controllers from Beckhoff had 

several reasons. Matthias Andersson explained: “It made sense for us to use 

an Ethernet-based bus system, because in our factory we don’t have any other

fieldbus. Another good reason for using Ethernet was that it is a widespread net-

work standard that requires no special expertise for setting up.”

“Furthermore, the BC9000 is very versatile, since it is easily expandable with fur-

ther Bus Terminals. The Bus Terminal Controller currently controls the roll chang-

er, although additional functions may be implemented if required,” Matthias 

Andersson continued. Programming and setup via TwinCAT are straightforward

due to the international IEC 61131-3 standards.

Plastal: Ethernet communication for I/Os in 
quality management systems
Plastal AB produces plastic components for Saab, Volvo, Scania and other motor

vehicle manufacturers. The buyers are very demanding when it comes to quality

and just-in-time delivery. In the Uddevalla plant, Plastal pre-assembles bumper

systems and produces interior plastic components for the SAAB models 9-3 

and 9-5.

The Swedish market is characterized by a significant growth in Ethernet-based automation for industrial applica-
tions. Ethernet components from Beckhoff have become established as a de facto standard. In Sweden there is also strong 
interest in the EtherCAT real-time Ethernet solution, which was awarded the title of “most innovative automation solution”
at “Scanautomatic 2003”. The companies Adargo Press and Plastal are good examples for the application of Ethernet in 
automation.
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Adargo Press and Plastal use Ethernet components
from Beckhoff with great success
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In order to meet the exacting requirements, a quality

management system is used for ensuring that the

products have the correct color and are installed cor-

rectly depending on the respective type of car. In co-

operation with the company Else AB from Gothen-

burg, a PC-based quality and logistics systems was

developed that communicates with SAAB’s ordering

system and with the Movex internal disposition sys-

tem.

In terms of I/O communication, it made sense to use

Ethernet, since it was already being used on several

PCs. The BK9000 Ethernet Bus Coupler from Beckhoff

was used for the Ethernet connection to the test fa-

cility. Communication is either via TwinCAT ADS or al-

ternatively via Modbus TCP. Since the company Else

already had experience with Modbus, this protocol

was chosen as the communication basis.

New fieldbus communication era 
These application examples illustrate how the ver-

satile and reliable Ethernet-based products from

Beckhoff are used in an increasing number of indus-

trial applications. As the next fieldbus generation,

EtherCAT will set new standards for communication

via Ethernet in control systems.

Björn Forssberg, managing director of Beckhoff 

Sweden, is convinced that EtherCAT heralds a new

era for fieldbus technology. “For me, the benefits of

this technology that are currently apparent are only

the tip of the iceberg. Due to its high performance,

EtherCAT will lead to significant changes in automa-

tion. We supply PC-based controllers, and Ethernet

obviously gives us a significant advantage over our

competitors. Today we are already experiencing sig-

nificant growth in Ethernet products, particularly the

BC9000 Ethernet controller that can handle distrib-

uted intelligence and non-time-critical data process-

ing via Ethernet.”

Adargo Press AB www.adargo.se

Plastal AB www.plastal.com

Val Lesina Spa was established in 1973 and originally produced yarns and fibers

for the textile industry. The need to increase production capacities and a desire to

stay ahead of the competition was motivation for Val Lesina to diversify into de-

velopment and construction of spinning machines. Even in the company’s early

days, conventional machines would not have been able to cope with the de-

manding productivity requirements. Val Lesina developed an innovative machine

design, initially intended for in-house use, but the company soon started selling

high-performance spinning machines to fiber producers worldwide. Today, the

company, which merged with the Radici Group in 1989, offers a wide range of

products, including smooth yarn and textured yarn for weaving, microfiber filling

yarn, smooth yarn on warp beams for knitwear, and Poy-Hoy yarn. Val Lesina

holds a patent for “Micrell” microdenier fiber.

Yarns are coated to increase their wear resistance for processing in weaving ma-

chines. Starting with the winding machine, the thread is subjected to a range of

treatments for further processing by the weaving machine. Processing involves

several steps: First of all the yarn is unwound with constant tension via two mo-

Italian company Val Lesina Spa with its head office in Andalo Val-
tellino, Italy, produces and develops new fibers for the textile industry, and also builds yarn
processing machines. The extreme performance requirements for high-speed yarn process-
ing systems is a major reason for Val Lesina to stay at the forefront of automation tech-
nology and ultimately convert their machines to PC-based control from Beckhoff.
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A new level of quality and cost optimization 
for Italian yarn processing OEM

PC Control in the 
textile industry

As early as 1999 the company provided high-speed yarn processing systems 

that run 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
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tors. Then the coating is applied to the thread. A further step involves slow dry-

ing to prevent fraying. Finally, the dry yarn is wound with controlled tension on-

to a beam installed at the head of the plant via a tensioning and winding motor.

New yarn processing machine exceeds challenging 
technical demands
The Val Lesina machine has an overall length of approximately 20 m. The original

cable lengths between the control panel and the previous machine (measuring

30 – 40 m) no longer complied with modern technical standards.

The aim of the retrofitting was to eliminate excessively long cables with the aid

of 1.5 Mbaud PROFIBUS technology. The overall system involves a network with

a length of approximately 80 m, including 19 reference points or network devices.

The control system consists of a Beckhoff CP7010 Control Panel attached to the

machine and Beckhoff C6130 Industrial PCs and CP6502 Panel PCs with

PROFIBUS master cards.

The Control Panel is connected with the Industrial PC via CP Link interface. Two

additional Control Panels with integrated PROFIBUS interface deal with setting of

a comb and stretching and applying the yarn coating.

Beckhoff Bus Terminals with BK3100 PROFIBUS Bus Couplers and BK9000 and

BC9000 Ethernet Bus Couplers are used for I/O processing. These decentralized

I/O stations form the basis of the control system and are equipped with digital,

analog, thermocouple and serial Bus Terminals.

“The openness and fieldbus-independence of the peripheral modules and their

flexibility were crucial factors for choosing Beckhoff products”” said Pierluigi Oli-

vari, managing director of Beckhoff Automation S.r.l. in Italy, who provided local

support for the project. “The lack of I/O structure restrictions in terms of quanti-

ty, current and voltage values, and the option of using digital and analog signals,

proved to be particularly advantageous,” Pierluigi Olivari continued.

The application software used includes visualization and control with Beckhoff

TwinCAT. The “Super Flash” visualization software is coupled with TwinCAT via

an OPC server. The operator enters the parameter and values required for the

process on a screen with different menus. The data are either transferred to the

machine via TwinCAT or directly to the respective drivers. All significant data can

be accessed for monitoring purposes. In the Val Lesina application, PLC function-

alities are programmed with TwinCAT PLC according to the IEC 61131-3 standard.

Mission accomplished
Val Lesina’s goals for the project included higher process quality, better control of

the different sections of the plant, appreciable reduction of the time required and

the costs for wiring, but also the opportunity for quick updates and modifications

without complex hardware changes. A further requirement was simple handling

by the operator, since the machine is used for in-house production. The operator

should be able to implement improvement and optimization measures at any

time.

These goals have been achieved. Compared with the traditional approach,Val

Lesina realized an equipment cost reduction of 15– 20 percent. During more than

one year of 24 hour operation, the plant hasn’t experienced a single shutdown.

Furthermore, the design phase was made significantly more convenient and cost

efficient, and fine-tuning of the plant machinery was optimized.

Val Lesina Spa www.vallesina.it 
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The starting point for the machine revision was the elimination of 

excessively long cables with the aid of 1.5 Mbaud PROFIBUS tech-

nology. The control system consists of C6130 and CP6502 (picture

ahead) Industrial PCs and CP7010 Control Panels, all from Beckhoff.
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Water is an important and indispensable basis of our life. Most of us have come to take it for granted that fresh,
clean water is available at all times. Ensuring that this is the case requires a modern, high-tech water supply system. The com-
pany Komunala Novo mesto d.o.o. is responsible for supplying water to around 60,000 customers in south-eastern Slovenia. The
company uses the BC8100 Bus Terminal Controller from Beckhoff for data processing purposes.
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The water supply network for which Komunala Novo mesto d.o.o is responsible

comprises around 600 km of piping, 32 wells, 44 pumping stations and 79 water

reservoirs. In the 6 local municipalities covered by the company, it supplies more

than 1,000 industrial and commercial customers with water. The total quantity

delivered each year is 3.5 million cubic meters. A water supply system of this size

and complexity requires a complex control system and strict quality assurance in

order to ensure top quality.

Komunala Novo mesto has been working with Elteh d.o.o., specialists for water

supply applications, on the development and renewal of the automation and con-

trol system of the water supply network for four years. Genera d.o.o., exclusive

Beckhoff partner for Slovenia and Croatia, is providing technological support.

So far, 35 Beckhoff Bus Terminal Controllers have been installed as the basis for

controlling the individual pumping stations, water reservoirs and wells. The con-

trollers operate as autonomous/independent units, which are connected to each

other and with the control center via the serial interface and modems. Different

modem types are used for serial communication, usually radio modems, but also

glass fiber or wired modems. The BC8100 with a modem connected to serial

RS232 interface is a core component of the process control system. In addition,

communication via the KL6001 serial Bus Terminal is possible. Freely program-

mable serial ports offer the developer a choice of different communication 

options, ranging from Modbus to protocols developed in-house.

The controllers are connected with the system components via digital and ana-

log Bus Terminals. In this way, the small controller receives signal level, flow rate

and status data and can control pumps, valves and similar equipment.The process

signals are transferred to the control system, which responds with operating pa-

rameters and commands. The water control and monitoring systems are designed

as homogeneous systems, in which the individual components can continue to

operate independently even in the event of a fault.

“The Bus Terminal Controllers from Beckhoff turned out to be ideally suited for

this application,” explained Božo Ropret, managing director of Elteh d.o.o. “Their

modularity provides high flexibility during system development and simplifies up-

grades. A choice of 150 different I/Os is available. Both the digital and the ana-

log Bus Terminals are available as 1-, 2-, 4- or 8-channel-modules, offering very

low costs per signal and resulting in excellent I/O utilization. They are also high-

ly reliable, which is a must in water supply systems,” he added.

Genera d.o.o. www.genera.si

Control and quality assurance with the 
Beckhoff Bus Terminal Controller

BC8100 controller helps
provide clean water

The BC8100 Bus Terminal Controllers operate 

as an autonomous control system. The 

small controllers with RS232 interface are 

programmed via TwinCAT according to the 

IEC 61131-3 standards.

Božo Ropret,

managing director of Elteh d.o.o.
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The technique for converting biomass is based on rapid pyrolysis of biomass 

under the influence of a catalyst (biomass flash catalytic pyrolysis, BFCP). BFCP is

a very promising thermochemical procedure for producing liquid products. How-

ever, due to the high refinement costs associated with the production of BFCO

liquids, large-scale applications are not yet viable.

Research for this complex procedure is carried out in a small pilot plant, which

was recently extended and modernized using Beckhoff components. The control

panel of the existing plant contained outdated PLC and I/O systems that had to

be replaced. Based on the positive experience CPERI had made with Beckhoff

equipment in the past, the institute decided to implement a flexible solution 

involving Bus Terminals and PROFIBUS networking.

“The main feature of the I/O systems from Beckhoff is that they can be adapted

to the specific requirements of a wide range of projects,” said Petros Ioannidis,

technical director of the research project. “The Beckhoff product portfolio offers

a wide range of Bus Terminals, so that the optimum device can be selected for

each application, thus avoiding the installation of redundant I/Os.”

The main system tasks are controlling the complete process, measuring temper-

atures and pressures at several points, and transferring these measurement 

results to a SCADA display for visualizing the measurement readings in the form

of graphs. Although the requirements for this research project are very demand-

ing, the results so far have been outstanding. “Due to limited space, the main 

control board had to be installed together with several regulating transformers in

a single housing without a fan. Naturally, this leads to higher temperatures that

can reach more than 55°C in the summer, which is the rated operating tempera-

ture of the Bus Terminals. Despite our initial worries that the system might fail 

under such adverse conditions, so far we had no problems whatsoever,” said 

Mr. Ioannidis.

The technical director is also very satisfied with the performance of the TwinCAT

software in this research project: “The software functions enable us to run con-

trol and data mining tasks, and at the same time to monitor potential problem

areas. The function of the TwinCAT System Manager is particularly helpful in this

context, because it shows problem areas directly. This saves the user a lot of time

for troubleshooting, and any fault can be rectified more quickly.”

The trial application has already yielded extremely satisfying results, which have

led to the publication of several scientific papers. The I/O systems from Beckhoff

have played a significant part in these successes. “We are highly satisfied with

this system. It is powerful and reliable,” Mr. Ioannidis stressed. “And not least due

to the efficient support, both from Industrial Automation Systems – the Beckhoff

partner in Greece – and from Beckhoff direct, we have every reason for using a

similar system for future projects.”

CPERI www.cperi.forth.gr

“New Automation Technology” from Beckhoff is not only beneficial in industrial applications, but also in 
modern research projects. The Greek CPERI (Chemical Process Engineering Research Institute), based in Thessaloniki, is currently
involved in the development of an efficient technique for converting biomass into clean and degradable bio-oil. For process 
control purposes, the pilot plant was upgraded with Beckhoff I/Os and TwinCAT control software.

Beckhoff I/Os in action 
in a research laboratory 
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The TwinCAT software PLC is coupled with the SCADA system via an

OPC server for graphic visualization of the measurement readings.

The current research project at the CPERI 

institute examines the feasibility of a single-

step catalytic procedure for producing stable 

liquid bio-fuels via rapid pyrolysis of biomass.

This is achieved with the aid of splitting reactions

under the influence of an appropriate catalyst.
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Although Hoong-A‘s Ministar product family has been used in pharmaceutical,

healthcare and hardware applications worldwide for the past 30 years, the mar-

ket demands machines with ever-higher productivity and quality. “Each year we

have invested 8 to 10% of our turnover into R&D in order to comply with market

demand for high-speed packaging machines with balcony-type construction,”

said Mr. Shin-Young Kang, president of Hoong-A Corp.

The project was code-named “R200,” and internal discussions about the func-

tions and performance of the Ministar-R200 began. “First, we specified the basic

requirements for the R200. Following the world-wide trend, we decided to use a

balcony-type design with clearly separated production and driving sections ac-

cording to the cGMP standard (current Good Manufacturing Practice),” said R&D

manager, Mr. Eun-Sik Kang. The decision to use a PC-based control platform for

the R200 was based on several factors: “First of all, we wanted to reduce the

number of control elements in the overall system as well as the time required for

the conversion of downstream equipment such as cartoning machines and pillow

packs.” A touchscreen with Control Panel was added for ease of operation.

“The major PLC and PC manufacturers and suppliers provide a wide range of PC-

based control solutions. We decided to use the complete solution from Beckhoff

with everything from the software to the I/O components,” explained Jeong-Ho

Yeo, manager of Hoong-A‘s electrics division. Another important deciding factor

was the reliable technical support offered locally by the Beckhoff partner Tri-TEK.

PC-based control solutions from Beckhoff are growing in use in South Korea, for

example, in the machine construction and semiconductor sectors. “This was con-

vincing for us – as was the comprehensive product portfolio, from I/O components

and TwinCAT to the new EtherCAT real-time Ethernet technology,” said Jeong-Ho

Yeo.

The budget for the 15 month development of the R200, which involved 20 me-

chanical and electrical engineers, was $2 million.” The Ministar-R200, which has

a maximum production capability of 200 blisters per minute in single lane oper-

ation, has four sections:

1. Forming section: Plate thermoforming by air blowing. Sandwich-type pre-

heating opens when the machine stops. Optionally, the forming station can

be equipped with cold forming functions and “plug assist.”

2. Product feeding zone: The feeding zone is designed to enable different

feeding facilities depending on product specification, including camera-based

detection systems.

3. Drum sealing: A continuous motion drum sealing system ensures uniform

web feeding through slower line speed in the feeding section.

Hoong-A Corporation is one of the leading manufacturers of blister packaging systems in Korea. In order to be
able to cope with strong competitive pressure and continuously increasing demands in terms of productivity and quality, the com-
pany decided to use a single source solution for the control system of their Ministar-R200. This system consists of an Industrial
PC, Control Panel, I/O components, servo motors, drives and TwinCAT software PLC/NC – all from Beckhoff.
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Ministar-R200 blister packaging system 
with new control technology

Last year, with an estimated market volume of around $1 billion, the packaging industry represented a 2% share of Korea‘s national GDP and has 

become one of the country‘s fastest growing industries, right after the automotive industry.
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4. Perforation, advancing and punching: Perforation (or slitting) works in

conjunction with emboss coding. Roller advancing is accomplished with 

servo motors. There is also punching with lowering of the blister packs for 

collation and discharge of waste.

Hoong-A has no doubt about the success of the Ministar-R200. Mr. Shin-Young

Kang, president of Hoong-A Corp., said, “In May 2004 the machine was intro-

duced with great success at the Korean packaging fair (KOPACK), and we have

already secured several customers.” “With presentations in Chicago at Pack 

Expo in November, 2004 and at the same time at ”Biotech & Pharm, China“ in

Beijing, and in April 2005 at ”Interpack“ in Düsseldorf, Germany, we intend to

open up international markets for the Ministar-R200.”

Ministar-R200 is a compact design model. Hoong-A Corporation has plans for a

new system offering twice the performance.

Hoong-A Corporation www.HoongA.com
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Ethernet

CP-Link

SERCOS interface

Industrial PC
C6140

Built-in Control Panel
CP6001 (Touch screen)

Servo drive
AX25xx

Servomotors
AM30xx

Bus Terminals with SERCOS Bus Coupler BK7500

PCI Fieldbus Card FC7501

Hoong-A Corporation

Established in 1970, Hoong-A Corporation is regarded as a leading manufactur-

er of blister packaging machines for pharmaceutical, healthcare and hardware

applications. Hoong-A is committed to maintaining its position in the industry

by investing in an ongoing, dedicated new product research and development

program to provide their customers with the highest level of quality in blister

packaging.

Hoong-A also offers a variety of options and accessories which can be installed

on their system or integrated into a packaging line to maximize your invest-

ment and increase productivity, such as bar code readers, vision systems, reject

devices, centralized PLC controls, in-line printers, sequence flow controls and

cartoners.

The control technology

The Ministar-R200 blister packaging machine features seven compact

AX2500 type Servo Drives from Beckhoff, which are connected with the

control PC via SERCOS interface. The TwinCAT automation software

deals with control tasks. TwinCAT offers all the functions required for

controlling the complex procedures that run this machine, both on the

PLC and NC side.

Via electronic cam plates, the axes are coupled with a virtual master ax-

is that specifies the production speed. The cam plates are recalculated

for the respective blisters being produced. The thermal forming process

for the PVC material results in small deviations from the ideal shape.

The blisters are therefore measured during operation, and the measure-

ment results are used to adapt the cam plates online. The drive concept

enables high-precision position control, and, therefore, precise material

guidance.

Control system overview with Beckhoff PC-

based Control
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On January 1, 2004, K.MECS Co. Ltd. with head office in Tokyo became a new Beckhoff distribution partner, deal-
ing with the complete Beckhoff product portfolio on the Japanese market. The company was established in 1955 and made 
a name for itself as importer of electronic components such as fieldbus cables, terminal blocks and sensors, as well as powerful
PC products and associated peripherals from Germany, France and Taiwan. In co-operation with Beckhoff, K.MECS now aims to
establish the concept of PC-based control on the Japanese market.
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The presence of Beckhoff products on the Asian market is growing: In

addition to distribution partners in South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia,

Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, India and a subsidiary in 

China, Beckhoff is now also represented in Japan. “This is a big chal-

lenge,” said Kai Ristau, international sales manager for Beckhoff, “since

the Japanese market is very self-contained. With K.MECS we have now

found a partner offering long-standing experience with the import of

foreign products, particularly from Europe.”

Managing director, Toshiyuki Kameda, sees himself as an interface 

between the Japanese market and Beckhoff. “We first made contact

with Beckhoff at the Hannover Fair in spring 2003. We were looking for

PC-based control technology, which the Japanese market started to de-

mand. At Beckhoff we found what we were looking for, and a partner-

ship quickly developed. The Japanese market for PLC systems is almost

completely dominated by Mitsubishi and Omron. With PC Control we

see good opportunities for introducing Beckhoff successfully on the

Japanese market.”

K.MECS builds on its long-standing reputation with its customers in

terms of sales and service quality. “We are renowned for the fact that

we not only deal with sales, but also offer technical support with ex-

cellent technology know-how. Our main markets are the machine con-

struction, electronics, automotive, medical and communication tech-

nology sectors,” said Toshiyuki Kameda. Apart from our head office 

in the center of Tokyo, we have sales branches in Osaka, Nagoya and

Hiroshima, so that our distribution network covers almost all the 

industrial cities.

K.MECS launched Beckhoff technology at the System Control Fair, one

of the biggest control technology trade fairs in Japan. “We generated

significant interest and many enquiries regarding the Beckhoff product

range. For the first time, we presented a complete software-based con-

trol system,” said Toshiyuki Kameda optimistically.

K.MECS Co., Ltd.

Sudacho Verde Bldg. 9F

2-3 Sudacho Kanda Chiyodaku,

Tokyo 101-0041

Japan

Phone: + 81 3 / 52 95 31 11

Fax: + 81 3 / 52 95 31 23

info@kmecs.co.jp

www.kmecs.com

Beckhoff expands distribution network for Asia

PC Control for the 
Japanese market

"New Automation Technology" from Beckhoff at the System Con-

trol Fair in Japan.

The technical “Beckhoff team” from

K.MECS during the technical workshop

at the German headquarters of 

Beckhoff (left to right): Taichi Ando

(software engineer), Masaru Hagiwara

(engineering department manager),

Shinichi Itoh (senior engineer).
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Only a year after Beckhoff’s second Chinese office
was established in Shanghai (in addition to the head office in Bei-
jing), Beckhoff is now represented (since August 1, 2004) through a
further office in Guangzhou, the main industrial and commercial cen-
tre in southern China.

Guangzhou is the capital of Guandong province and the trade, finance, commu-

nication, culture, science and technology center of southern China. Guangzhou is

situated 182 kilometers from Hong Kong on the coast of the South China Sea. It

is China’s largest city in the south and an important export port. International air

routes link Guangzhou directly with Bangkok, Manila, Singapore, Sydney, Mel-

bourne and other international cities. In terms of economic power Guangzhou

ranks third among Chinese cities behind Shanghai and Beijing. The main sectors

of the expanding industry are machine and shipbuilding, textiles, sugar refining,

household appliances, computers, petrochemicals and rubber products.

“The industrial development in and around Guangzhou is very lively,” said

Liqiang Liang, managing director of Beckhoff China. “With an excellent transport

infrastructure, a good trade environment and favorable government policy,

Guangzhou attracts a lot of international companies who want to develop their

business through cooperation, joint ventures or investment. More and more for-

eign companies establish manufacturing plants here and export goods to coun-

tries all around the world.”

Along with the Beckhoff fast business growth in northern and eastern China,

Beckhoff decided to promote the market in southern China with its own office in

Guangzhou. The Beckhoff Guangzhou office is located on the 14th floor of Citic

Plaza (China International Trust & Investment Plaza), an 80-storey landmark

building with a total height of 391 meters.

“Our customers can conveniently reach us by bus, U-path or train,” said Ms. Lizzy

Chen, manager of the new Beckhoff office. “With the advantageous geographic,

economic, industrial and human resource conditions in Guangzhou, we hope to

be able to expand our business activities from Guangzhou to all 8 provinces in

southern and south-western China. We want to be able to offer our customers in

this region better technical support and service.” The specialist for technical sup-

port is confident about being able to gain new customers: “With the Beckhoff

New Automation Technology and innovative products we will be able to contin-

uously expand our business with new customers in southern China.”

Guangzhou Representative Office

Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik

Citic Plaza

Post Code: 510620

Room 1418

233 Tianhe North Road

Beckhoff China: Beckhoff expands presence with third office

New office 
in Guangzhou

Guangzhou

P. R. China

Phone: + 86 20 / 38 77 35 71

Fax: + 86 20 / 38 77 35 73

guangzhou@beckhoff.com.cn

www.beckhoff.com.cn
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Liqiang Liang, managing director of Beckhoff China and Lizzy Chen,

manager of the new Beckhoff branch in Guangzhou.
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The local control system for the sewage pumping station is connected with the

higher-level central control system. The process parameters for monitoring and

control of the subsidiary pumping stations that have to be transferred to the cen-

tral system include the flow rate of the sewage pump and the operating state of

the pump systems and the mechanical equipment. Furthermore, the requirements

of Shanghai Drainage Ltd. and of the Shanghai control center for the prevention

of flooding have to be taken into account. The rainwater pump levels, precipita-

tion quantities and operating conditions of the pump and sluice system for “Zhao

Jia Bang” have to be transferred to the Shanghai drainage information system in

good time.

The new pump system is designed both for rainwater and for sewage. The asso-

ciated pumping stations are consolidated to form a single system.The control sys-

tem consists of two relatively independent units. They are connected via a com-

mon interface located in the control station, which is responsible for automatic

checks and overall control of the system.

All field I/O points are connected with the central control system via DeviceNet

and a total of 38 distributed Beckhoff Bus Terminal stations.

In order to optimize the price/performance ratio, Bus Couplers of type “Compact”

(BK5220) and “Low Cost” (BK5200) are used.

All devices on a single bus
Huang Cheng, manager of the Shanghai Water Environment Investment Compa-

ny, explains the control architecture: “Using conventional technology, measured

data are transferred via many signal cables directly to the central control station,

where they are processed by a PLC.” “Due to the increasing integration of au-

tomation and communication technology, fieldbus technology is becoming more

and more significant.” Huang Cheng refers to the new pumping station for “Zhao

Jia Bang”, as an example for the application of the new technology. The system

exclusively uses Bus Terminals for data acquisition at the device level. This results

in significant savings in terms of cabling costs and design effort.

Following a system analysis, the institute dealing with development tasks for this

project (Scudri – Shanghai Urban Construction Design and Research Institute) de-

cided to use DeviceNet for connecting the PLC with the field devices. The tradi-

tional components of the drainage system (such as valves, ventilation systems,

deodorizing systems and drives) are connected with the central control station

via DeviceNet, making point-to-point-connections unnecessary. The number of

cables between devices could thus be reduced significantly, leading to higher sys-

tem reliability.

“We are very satisfied with the Beckhoff Bus Terminals. The openness of the bus

modules and the flexible I/O combination options offer significant benefits,” said

Zhang Qi, project manager of Shanghai Fenqiang Automation Equipment Co.,

Ltd., who supplied the control system. “The benefits of the Beckhoff Bus Termi-

nal system, which supports practically any fieldbus, were very convincing: The 

I/O modules offer 1, 2, 4 or 8 channels in any combination. For these reasons, our

recommendation to the institute responsible for the development and to our cus-

tomer (Shanghai Water Environment Construction Ltd.) was to use the Bus Ter-

minal system from Beckhoff. The decision to go for the Beckhoff system turned

out to be the right and indeed a wise decision.”

CX1000 is the first choice
Given the wide range of application options for Beckhoff products, Huang Cheng

is optimistic about further co-operation with Beckhoff: “This project gave us in-

sight in the system philosophy behind Beckhoff products. The Embedded PC

CX1000 is also of interest to us. The CX1000 products also have open interfaces

and comply with the international IEC 61131-3 programming standard.

The use of fanless, non-rotating PC components and the embedded operating sys-

tem are the basis for the outstanding stability and reliability of the CX1000.

In our experience, the software PLC not only offers the complete functionality 

of a conventional PLC, but can also deal with far higher data quantities than a

conventional solution,” Huang Cheng continued. “In future, in addition to the 

Bus Terminals we will install further products from Beckhoff in order to optimize

our waste water treatment system. The CX1000 is the first choice for the new 

control, monitoring and waste water information system of the city,” said 

Huang Cheng.

Shanghai: Bus Terminals record data for the
“Zhao Jia Bang” waste water system 

The densely populated “Xu Jia Hui” district in the south-west of Shanghai is a flourishing business quarter. The speed of the eco-
nomic development and intense construction activities meant that the old waste water system could no longer cope with demand and a funda-
mental reconstruction was required. In the current second development phase of the project, the new pumping station “Zhao Jia Bang” should
be connected to Shanghai’s central sewage treatment monitoring and control system. Beckhoff Bus Terminals are used for data acquisition at the
sensor/actuator level.

Huang Cheng, manager of the Shanghai Water

Environment Investment Company.
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Spent oil filters have been a concern of environmentalists and a source of headaches for filter manufacturers. Thanks to indus-
try-wide efforts, those problems may soon be history. In just one example, used oil is now being squeezed out of filters and recycled. Follow-
ing the accomplishments of their progressive European counterparts, many North American automotive oil filter manufacturers are redesign-
ing components and remodeling production lines to produce environmentally safer oil filters.
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Advanced I/O technology helps get the metal 
out of environmentally-unfriendly oil filters

A clean solution
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These driving forces have called for the elimination of automotive oil filter com-

ponents that cannot be recycled or incinerated. One such part, a metal clip used

to secure the pleated paper tube, is being replaced with a hot-melt glue seam.

Midmac Systems, Inc. developed a patented process and machine that effective-

ly allowed for the elimination of the metal clips in the filters. Midmac, located in

St. Paul, Minnesota, USA, designs and builds custom machines for filtration, pack-

aging, medical, and general factory automation. One of Midmac’s specialties is

developing automated equipment to assemble oil filters. Responding to customer

demand, Midmac developed their ACAM-H-series (Automated Cartridge Assem-

bly Machine) as part of a total assembly line that pleats the filter paper, forms it

into a roll and then applies a glue bead, finishing the product.

The search for reliable, high speed control
Midmac had determined that in order for their ACAM-H machine to be success-

ful, extremely tight control of the glue gun at high speeds was essential. This pre-

sented a major challenge in designing the new system because a faulty pattern

could result in leaky filters.

Midmac’s initial version of the gluing system had local I/O in the PLC chassis.

“Everything was hardwired back to a main enclosure which was costly in mate-

rial and labor,” explained Eric Bauer, electrical project manager for Midmac. “We

had already designed a project using the Beckhoff distributed I/O products and

were very happy with the results. The Beckhoff Bus Controller product provided

local intelligence, more I/O choices, and cost savings over comparable products

due to hardware and standardization reductions.”

Employing Beckhoff distributed I/O, Midmac was able to design a gluing system

with one electronic photo eye instead of two. “In the previous version, we had to

use one photo eye to start the bead and another to stop it. The eye that picked

up and fired a valve would work in one situation, but not in another—for exam-

ple, if the machine sped up or slowed down,” Bauer said. The programmable Bus

Terminal Controller BC3100 is now used to run the gluing function block and pass

variables in and out. “We can also count on an extremely fast and accurate re-

sponse because all the intelligence is in the I/O modules,” said Bauer.

The system’s sequence of operation is as follows: A single photo eye detects the

filters as they go by. The photo input then indicates that a glue pattern should be

applied to the filter at the next stage. As the filter passes under the glue gun, the

glue pattern is applied. The application is made at high speeds and based on a

specified and configurable number of encoder counts, according to the machine’s

line speed.The photo eye and encoder counts are fed into a Beckhoff KL5121 high

speed PLS counter module, which triggers the glue gun output based on the spec-

ified number of encoder counts after the photo eye detects the filter.

With this programmable variable, the pattern can be adjusted closer or further

away from each end of the filter through local intelligence in the KL5121 Bus Ter-

minal. The entire gluing sequence is controlled using a BC3100 intelligent Bus

Coupler, various digital I/Os, and the intelligent KL5121 PLS module with pro-

grammable outputs. This allows the device to be nested below any higher-level

PLC which is often specified by Midmac’s customer. This reduces costs since Mid-

mac can provide one glue controller standard for any customers-specified PLC.

Bauer explained that because of fixed delays in the system, a high-speed con-

troller was needed to change the glue bead position to match the line speed.

Beckhoff provided Midmac with sample code that Bauer used as a template to

write a custom function block to direct the glue controller the way he wanted.

Flexible installation reduces material and labor costs
Bauer gives Beckhoff high marks for its extensive product line and flexible ap-

proach. “The Beckhoff selection of modules is a big thing. We deal with a lot of

different signal types and networks and Beckhoff offers a wide range of modules

that can be easily added to these networks. With other brands, we would have to

order special modules and develop custom interfaces in order to get them to do

what we want. Now, we just add a module to the network, map the I/O and we’re

done,” he said. “It’s very flexible as well as cost-effective.”

Whenever practical, Midmac uses Beckhoff products on other machine systems

they build. “Their Bus Terminals and Fieldbus Boxes are designed so that the I/O

can be spread out. We don’t have to hardwire a lot of sensors back to a main en-

closure. In some instances, the distributed I/O is used just to reduce the wiring,”

said Bauer.

Additionally, TwinCAT IEC 61131-3 PC-based computer software and Bus Termi-

nal I/Os are used on robotic palletizer systems the company builds.

Because many of the same components are employed across the board, Bauer

has developed standardized CAD drawings and templates for PLC mapping to 

reduce engineering development time on new projects.

Bauer estimates savings in materials and labor by using Beckhoff hardware at 

30 to 40 percent over alternative systems. He also pointed out that because 

the ACAM-H filter assembly machine has its own distributed controller, it can be

easily integrated into customers’ existing plant architectures.

As Midmac ships ACAM-H filter assembly machines with the new glue pattern

controller, more filter manufacturers are able to meet their customers’ needs and

be ahead of the curve in the global movement to produce oil filters that are less

harmful to the environment.

Midmac Systems, Inc. www.midmac.com

Beckhoff North America www.beckhoffautomation.com
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The company Midmac Systems Inc. specializes in the development and construction of

customer-specific machines for filtration, packaging and medical systems and for pro-

duction automation.
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At the end of August 2004, Beckhoff Automation LCC, based in

Burnsville, Minnesota, moved into a new headquarters. The new,

larger office and warehouse facility for Beckhoff North America is

only a few blocks away from the old location. “This step became

necessary due to our strong sales growth,” explained Graham

Harris, president. “The new facility, at 12,000 sq ft., doubles the

warehouse space and adds a repair center and an engineering

lab, as well as providing more office space for the larger organi-

zation and for future growth.” Graham Harris, proudly reports

that, “The move was so well coordinated and handled by the

Beckhoff team that our customers never even noticed the

change.”

Beckhoff Automation LLC

North America Headquarters

12150 Nicollet Ave South

Burnsville, MN 55337

USA

Phone: +1 (952) 890 0000 

Fax: +1 (952) 890 2888 

beckhoff.usa@beckhoff.com

Relocation of Beckhoff 

North America headquarters 
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New technical office for California

Due to strong business growth, Beckhoff has opened

its first regional Technical Center in Carlsbad, located

between San Diego and Los Angeles in southern Cali-

fornia. The office will be run by Bob Trask P.E., West 

Region application engineer, and will provide training

and product demonstrations. “This new technical cen-

ter is a big move for Beckhoff in California,”Trask said.

“It’s more proof to me that Beckhoff has a very bright

future here and across the entire U.S.”

Apart from training for the Beckhoff IPC and I/O com-

ponents, the focus is on PC-based control technology

with TwinCAT software PLC/NC with particular em-

phasis on PLC and motion control programming.Train-

ing courses for EtherCAT will be offered, scheduled to

begin in 2005.

“By providing local technical support, we have taken

another step forward as part of our commitment to

greater customer orientation,” Graham Harris further

explained.

Beckhoff Automation LLC 

West Coast Technical Center 

5145 Avenida Encinas, Suite A 

Carlsbad, CA 92008 

USA

Phone: +1 (760) 431 9009 

Fax: +1 (760) 431 9002 

west.application@beckhoff.com

The Beckhoff sales team for North America: After the successful move, a sales meeting took place in the new premises.

Gerd Hoppe and Jörg Rottkord from the German headquarters provided support for the Beckhoff North America team.

More space: The headquarters of Beckhoff North America has moved to a larger building in Burnsville, Minnesota.
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53 ETG

The EtherCAT Technology Group is an association of automation users and man-

ufacturers aiming to support EtherCAT technology and its development. The as-

sociation currently has 127 members worldwide, representing a wide range of

sectors and application areas.

At this year’s SPS/IPC/DRIVES in Nuremberg, ETG will have its own booth for the

first time, presenting EtherCAT technology and EtherCAT Technology Group 

activities. The focus is on EtherCAT products from several manufacturers and a

concrete EtherCAT application.

A total of 27 member companies will exhibit at the ETG stand, demonstrating

their strong ongoing commitment to EtherCAT. Many manufacturers consider the

EtherCAT technology to be the way to go and will announce associated products.

Numerous EtherCAT implementations involve both the master side and the 

slave side. EtherCAT devices on display include controllers, I/O systems, drives,

encoders, interface cards, infrastructure components, software, and tools.

A roll feed from Schuler AG will be presented as a concrete application example.

The roll feed was specially developed for coil stock feeding in presses. The press-

es can be operated with cutting tools, follow-on composite tools or transfer tools.

An Industrial PC is used for control tasks. The I/Os involving EtherCAT terminals

from Beckhoff and servo drives and motors from Baumüller are connected via

EtherCAT.

In many applications, EtherCAT is not only used due to its high performance, but

also due to the low connection costs. So far, EtherCAT is the only solution for de-

manding real-time applications that does not require special plug-in cards in the

PC. All it needs is the standard Ethernet controller. EtherCAT also has benefits for

applications where high performance is not a primary consideration: It offers flex-

ible topology, opportunity for large network sizes, and simple configuration.

www.ethercat.org

Exactly one year after the EtherCAT Technology Group was established in Nuremberg (Germany), ETG will be represented
with its own stand at the same venue – SPS/IPC/DRIVES between November 23 and 25, 2004. The exhibition on booth 544 in hall 7 focuses on
EtherCAT implementations and an application example from the sheet metal processing sector.

ETG presents EtherCAT products and solutions

EtherCAT live at 
SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2004

3S-SMART SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS GmbH

ALSTOM Power Conversion

ALTERA GmbH

BALLUFF GmbH

BAUMÜLLER (Nürnberg) GmbH

BECK IPC GmbH

BECKHOFF

DANAHER Motion GmbH

DEUTSCHMANN Automation

DIGITRONIC Automatisierungsanlagen GmbH

DLR e.V.

EBV Elektronik

FRABA Posital GmbH

FRITZ KÜBLER GmbH

HILSCHER GmbH

IVO GmbH& Co.

KOENIG Prozessautomatisierungs GmbH

KW-Software GmbH

LUST Antriebstechnik GmbH

MTS Sensor Technologie GmbH&Co.KG

PROFIMATICS GmbH

SERVO DYNAMICS

STEINHOFF Automation & Fieldbus-Systems

STÖBER Antriebstechnik GmbH&Co.KG

TR Electronic GmbH

UNIDOR GmbH

WEIDMÜLLER Interface GmbH&Co.

Exhibitors on the ETG booth 

at SPS/IPC/DRIVES:
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What is the main difference between EtherCAT and conventional
fieldbus systems?
| One of the main differences is performance: EtherCAT is several orders of

magnitude faster than conventional fieldbus systems like PROFIBUS,

CANopen, and DeviceNet, and also significantly faster than SERCOS.

What is the purpose of this kind of performance? Aren’t current
systems fast enough?
| Today’s fieldbus systems offer cycle times with approximately the same order

of magnitude as the control tasks themselves, i.e. about 5 to 10 ms. This is of-

ten regarded as adequate, since the orders of magnitude are compatible.

However, what is often neglected is the fact that what we are dealing with

here are cascaded cycles, i.e. a multitude of cycles at different levels that are

usually not synchronized with each other. At the lowest level, a cyclic

firmware operates with or without a local I/O expansion bus, above it we

have a cyclic fieldbus, and at the end of the chain we have a master card with

its own firmware cycle that has to be completed at the end of the fieldbus cy-

cle. The data is then copied into the shared memory and released, so that the

PLC can access it. With this methodology, it takes several cycles for the data

to travel through the different stages. This can lead to rather long delays,

which is particularly significant in applications requiring rapid responses to

changes in inputs. It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to understand that, com-

pared with directly wired I/Os, the additional delay caused by the fieldbus ar-

chitecture with its multiple subordinate cycles slows down the applications.

Thanks to EtherCAT and its performance, you can simply forget these sub-

ordinate cycles. As a matter of fact, they don’t even exist any more, since

EtherCAT operates directly down to  the electronic terminal block. This means

that the controller can use the current process input image for starting the

next PLC task, and no longer an image that is already two cycles old by the

time it has risen through the cascading levels.

But isn’t this only really relevant for high-end applications, where
every microsecond counts?
| This rigorous synchronization across all levels and the significant shortening

of the response time also has benefits for conventional controllers, not just

for ultra-high” performance applications. One feature that particularly distin-

guishes us from other Ethernet applications is that we have consolidated the

fieldbus, the backplane bus of the controller, and the sub-bus, which is usu-

ally manufacturer-specific. Other Ethernet concepts continue to assume that

modular devices have a manufacturer-specific sub-bus. Nothing has changed

in this respect. We, on the other hand, have consolidated these, which pro-

vides a speed advantage and also means that the system no longer requires

certain gateway components. This means that the performance gained

through EtherCAT also benefits “normal” applications without using a faster

CPU and without modifying the application.

Another difference compared with fieldbus systems is much simpler wiring.

Users are no longer bound to lines with very short or non-existing drop lines

and can use a flexible tree topology. Another issue is network size. This often

comes up in discussions with suppliers offering logistics, material flow or

transport systems, i.e. applications where 500 m is quite a normal distance.

In this situation, the classic fieldbus quickly reaches its limits. Another ad-

vantage is that EtherCAT can also replace the backplane bus, for example in

54 ETG

Interview about EtherCAT,
the real-time Ethernet solution 

Kai Binder, chief editor of SPS-MAGAZIN, talked to Dr. Dirk
Janssen, Holger Büttner and Martin Rostan from Beckhoff about the concept,
technology and costs of the industrial Ethernet solution with real-time capability.
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applications using classic fieldbuses, whose process data are traditionally

transferred from the fieldbus master to the control via a backplane bus.A sys-

tem with a certain spatial extent may feature one or several fieldbus systems

that control certain system components.All signals have to be made available

to the master control. This can now be done with EtherCAT: The fieldbus in-

terface is no longer located in the controller, but in the field.

Is Ethernet not relatively complicated compared with conventional
fieldbus systems and requires a lot of IT know-how?
| Simple configuration is extremely important. With EtherCAT, no node ad-

dresses have to be set. The node addresses can be retained even if the sys-

tem is subsequently expanded – the process data mapping therefore remains

intact. Transfer rates do not have to be set either. Compared with conven-

tional fieldbus systems, configuration therefore even becomes simpler. But

you are right, the opposite is usually true when it comes to Ethernet. With

EtherCAT, Internet protocols, i.e. things like FTP, http or web servers are now

also available at a very low level in the field. The fine new world of Internet

technologies is suddenly also available to users at the fieldbus level. This is

another important argument for using Ethernet here.

However, for users it is not only functionality that is important, but
also costs. How does EtherCAT compare in this respect?
| Another advantage of EtherCAT is that it is cost less than conventional field-

bus systems. This has mainly two reasons. On the one hand the infrastructure

is unbeatably cost-effective. In an IP 20 environment you can use a patch 

cable that costs 1 Euro complete with two connectors – ready-made! In con-

trast, PROFIBUS, for example, involves significant material costs for the con-

nectors, not to mention labor time for assembly. The cable material itself is

not the issue. The question his how quickly and elaborately the connectors

have to be mounted. On the other hand our infrastructure requires no switch-

es, which is different from other Ethernet solutions. And, we no longer use a

special master card in the IPC or in the PLC, which would normally cost sev-

eral hundred Euros. This means that we can move at an unprecedented cost

level.

The EtherCAT system has no master?
| Of course we use a master. However, it is a pure software implementation. All

the master needs is a conventional Ethernet controller. By the way, we con-

sider this to be a significant distinguishing feature compared with all other

real-time Ethernet systems, which invariably require a plug-in card with co-

processor and local intelligence, i.e. a special component requiring a power-

ful 32-bit CPU and plenty of memory. EtherCAT doesn’t need this. The only re-

quirement is an Ethernet controller installed on a conventional motherboard

or an inexpensive standard LAN card.

How is this realized technically? Where does the user become in-
volved?
| A distinction has to be made between master and slave. As already men-

tioned, each standard Ethernet controller in the EtherCAT system can be used

as a master. Normal “off-the-shelf” Ethernet infrastructures can be used. On

the slave side a special slave controller is used. This system can be used to re-

alize small devices that can respond very quickly and accumulate minimum

55 ETG

Dr. Dirk Janssen, manager 

software development, Beckhoff

Martin Rostan, EtherCAT 

product manager, Beckhoff

Holger Büttner, manager development in the

Berlin branch, Beckhoff 
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delay during communication. At this point a special component is therefore

required that is specially optimized for fieldbus technology. This slave con-

troller is used to realize the EtherCAT principle of operation: A telegram sent

by the master is not only sent to one device and returned by the device and

so on. Instead, all devices – in some cases several thousand – are addressed

at once, and the process data is exchanged with a single Ethernet frame. The

telegram therefore passes from one device to the next and finally – having

been processed as required – returns to the master. The operating principle is

transparent for the user: The process data is visible, and parameterization can

also be dealt with via the network.

Does ASIC not make the system unnecessarily expensive?
| On the contrary! Ethernet is popular since it is widely available and, relative

to their performance, the controllers are therefore comparatively cost-effec-

tive. But for particularly simple slave devices they are still too expensive. The

ASIC solution we chose for EtherCAT means that the connection costs for

slave devices are lower than the costs that can be achieved with an Ethernet

controller. Furthermore, Ethernet controllers weren’t designed for fieldbus

technology. Their application interface, for example, requires a lot of proces-

sor power. The EtherCAT ASIC was developed specially for picking up or de-

livering process data directly. This means that simple devices even no longer

require a microprocessor. The digital interface offered by EtherCAT ASIC can

be connected directly to digital I/Os via associated optocouplers.

What does this approach mean for users?
| On the slave side the user is not aware whether a special EtherCAT slave 

controller or an off-the-shelf Ethernet controller is used. After all he doesn’t

go to the supermarket to buy an I/O component. But he could control an

EtherCAT network using a supermarket computer – even though we would

recommend a decent industrial computer. It therefore makes sense to do

away with the special master module and to use standard components.

That is exactly what we do. On the slave side, however, the aim is to reduce

the costs per connection and to achieve a performance level that cannot 

be achieved with standard components. The hardware implementation also

offers performance that is independent from the firmware implementation or

processing power of the device. This means that with EtherCAT the response

time does not depend on how well a company has implemented its slave. We

achieve all this by using the slave controller as FPGA or ASIC.

What is ASIC likely to cost?
| The ASIC is expected to cost less than five Euros.

Where will the slave controller be available from?
| The FPGA variant is available from Beckhoff, and from the end of November

also from a familiar semiconductor distributor. The ASIC will be handled in a

similar way.

When will the ASIC be ready?
| Fortunately, our main goal does not have to be to make the ASIC available on

the market as soon as possible, because with the FPGA we already have an

operational and cost-effective solution. It was therefore initially more im-

portant for us to ensure availability of the FPGA. We managed to achieve 

this some time ago. The suggestions that are currently still flowing back 

from the development projects of the device manufacturers will benefit the

ASIC. ETG helps to ensure that EtherCAT is positioned more widely and 

meets the requirements of more manufacturers and applications. If we had

only implemented our own ideas, the project would be further advanced 

by now. It means that our original target date, i.e. the end of the year, is 

unlikely to be met. We hope that the ASIC will be available for the Hanover

Fair 2005.

56 ETG

Kai Binder is chief editor of SPS-Magazin,

TeDo-Verlag, www.sps-magazin.de
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Apprentices ensure continuity of qualified

staff at Beckhoff. Practical training com-

bined with theory classes at vocational

college prepare future staff for subse-

quent employment at the company.

Across Germany, Beckhoff Group current-

ly has 82 apprentices, 69 of which are

based at Verl (Germany). The sectors of

industrial electronics, building services

and electronics supplies offer a wide

range of career options including the 

following: office or industrial business

management assistants, IT technicians,

electronics technicians for industrial 

engineering, equipment & systems, and

energy and building services.

Managing director Hans Beckhoff com-

ments on the company’s ongoing com-

mitment to training of apprentices:

“Qualified training has a long tradition at

Beckhoff. It secures our operational future

and provides jobs for the apprentices.

During recent years, we were regularly

able to offer continued employment to 

almost all apprentices. Many young peo-

ple who trained with us go on to take a

degree and subsequently return to us.

We are an innovative global company,

offering young people a wide range of

professional development opportunities.”

Beckhoff joins the OPC 

European Steering Committee (ESC)

At Beckhoff, training has a long tradition

New blood from inside
In September 2004, a total of 25 high school graduates started

their career in one of the Elektro Beckhoff GmbH businesses. Beckhoff re-
gards qualified training of apprentices as a social responsibility, but also as
the basis for its own economic future.

OPC is an open automation interface standard and stands for

“Openness, Productivity & Collaboration”. OPC simplifies the

integration of automation components from different manufac-

turers in PC-applications such as visualization systems or office

applications.

The OPC Foundation is a global, independent organization 

dealing with the OPC specification and its dissemination. OPC

Europe is part of the OPC Foundation. On November 24, 2004 

it elected its new “European Steering Committee” (ESC). ESC

is managed by Siemens. Active members are Phoenix-Contact,

Softing, Trebing+Himstedt and Beckhoff. Stefan Hoppe was

elected to represent Beckhoff in the OPC ESC. He is program

manager for HMI and system connectivity at Beckhoff.

The “European Steering Committee” has two main aims: It 

represents the interests of the European OPC members within

the OPC Foundation and therefore has a seat on the board of

directors and in the technical steering committee. Furthermore,

ESC controls all marketing activities for the OPC Foundation and

its members in Europe. It has is own multi-lingual website and

organizes attendance at trade fairs. Activities include a joint

OPC stand, press conferences, publications and events such as

seminars and road shows.

The OPC Foundation is currently working on the new “OPC UA”

(Unified Architecture) technology. OPC UA aims to realize 

standardized data exchange in further application areas, e.g.

ERP/MES, and with open, platform-independent technologies.

OPC-Foundation www.opcfoundation.org

OPC-Foundation Europa www.opceurope.org

Stefan Hoppe,

program manager 

for HMI and system

connectivity at 

Beckhoff, was elected

to the OPC “European

Steering Committee”.
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Trade shows 2005

Europe

Germany

Hannover Messe

April 11 – 15, 2005

Hanover

Hall 9 Booth F06

www.hannovermesse.de

IFAT 2005

April 25 – 29, 2005

Munich

Hall A1 Booth 226

LIGNA 2005

May 2–6, 2005

Hanover

Hall 19 Booth D20

www.ligna.de

SPS/IPC/DRIVES 

November 22–24, 2005

Nuremberg

www.mesago.com/sps/

Italy

INTEL 2005

May 17 –21, 2005

Milan

www.intelshow.com

Norway

PA 2005

April 5 –8, 2005

Lillestrøm

www.pa-messen.no

Poland

Automaticon

April 5– 8, 2005

Warszawa

www.piap-mvm.com.pl

Sweden

Elmia Motek

March 15 – 17, 2005

Jönköping

www.elmia.se/motek/

SCANAUTOMATIC 2005

October 18 – 21, 2005

Stockholm

www.scanautomatic.se

Switzerland

ineltec

September 6 –9, 2005

Basel

www.ineltec.ch

Austria

SMART Automation

October 5 –7, 2005

Linz

Hall AH Booth 214

www.smart-automation.at

Denmark

TECHNOLOGY & DATA 2005

February 8 –10, 2005

Odense

Hall A Booth 1237

www.teknik-data.dk

Finland

Automaatio 05

September 6 –8, 2005

Helsinki

www.finnexpo.fi/automaatio/

go.automation days in Switzerland

Hanover Trade Show 2004
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SMART Automation in AustriaLight+Building in Germany

North America

USA

South Pack

April 13–14, 2005

Atlanta

www.devicelink.com/expo/spack03/

Assembly East

May 4–5, 2005

Boston

www.assemblyeast.com

AM Expo

May 10–12, 2005

Greenville

Booth 559

www.am-expo.com/greenville/

SPS Electric Automation America

May 24 –26, 2005

Chicago

www.sps-america.com

SemiCon

Juli 12 –14, 2005

San Francisco

Hall North Booth 5180

www.semi.org

PackExpo

September 26 –28, 2005

Las Vegas

www.packexpo.com

AM Expo

October 4 –6, 2005

Worcester

www.am-expo.com/newengland/

Canada

Canadian Manufacturing Technology Show

October 17 –20, 2005

Toronto

www.cmts.ca

For additional trade shows from our 

worldwide subsidiaries and partner 

companies see: www.beckhoff.com
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